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ABSTRACT
Cable television can dramatically increase the

existing television offerings and open up important new services for
the public. It offers a double potential: one for general service
within a limited geographic part of the region and one for highly
selective service all across the region. As a result, television will
no longer have to be everything to everybody. However, this potential
may not develop because of the boundaries of local government within
which franchising takes place. Local franchising presents two
problems: small municipalities may not attract a cable franchise, and
interconnection between municipalities may not take place.
Furthermore, because no production assistance or funding has been
provided by the federal government, the promise of channels reserved
for public agencies. organizations, and individuals may not occur. In
order to curtail these deficiencies, the following actions are
recommended: 1) although cable television will be developed by
private individuals, it should be subject to public regulation; 2)
although regulation will be handled essentially by municipalities,
the state should set forth standards to assure that all built-up
areas be covered and interconnected and to assist public programing;
3) the legislature and governor must act in 1973. (JK)
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INTRODUCTION

Cable TV has the potential of providing increased opportunities for
a number of new programming uses of TV, for new forms of communication
and for the delivery of many existing and new services. Initially, it
will provide significant channel capacity that can be leased by the pri-
vate market, programs put together by the operator on additional channels
and open up three TV channels for use by groups, organizations, individuals
and by schools and municipalities. it also provides opportunities for
specialized programming. directed to people with similar interests through-
out the Twin Cities area. Eventually, cable holds the promise of new two-
way communications from one TV viewer to another viewer. Enormous numbers
of public and private services may then be provided on or use the same
wire that provides TV programs.

We will not come near to realizing the potential of this new communi-
cations medium, however, if we continue to follow our present public poli-
cies. These policies on the cable service territory, connection of sys-
tems throughout the region, and the procedures for granting permission to
cable companies to operate, are clearly inadequate. It is possible -- in
fact, likely -- that if we continue to rely upon them, the local channels
reserved for the public will not be used or will be ineffectively utilized:
that large numbers of people within many built-up suburban communities
will not receive or be able to use cable; that sticialized programs which
require a large regional market to reach their limited audience will not
be developed; anj that the public at large and governmental agencies will
not be involved in determining what use to make of cable or the services
they find desirable or necessary before and after the systems are built.
.All of this will result in the loss of much of cable's potential.

Decisions by the Legislature are urgently needed now....when cable
is first beginning to develop....on the public framework for its develop-
ment, the mechanism for consumer and user choice about the type of system
to develop and the services it should provide. If these are not deter-
mined soon -- before additional systems are built and in operation -- we
will not only lose a public resource and many opportunities, but will find
ourselves trying to put together these pieces 1.n the future. This subsequent
effort will require years....if ever....not only for rebuilding early
systems, but also for recapturing the public use potential which we may
have lost.



MAJOR IDEAS

Cable television is coming -- a wire with a tremendous channel capacity and two-way
capability. Its technology is not revolutionary. But its potential is dramatic,
nevertheless. It will add a major dimension to our communications system in the
metropolitan area . . comparable to the dimension added to aviation when the jet
simultaneously doubled the size of planes and their speed.

The communications possibilities of cable can dramatically increase the existing
offerings on TV and open up important new services for the public. Increased TV
entertainment . . . getting Vikings home games to viewers without sacrificing income
to owners . . . high school and college football games . ; . and additional movies
are all possible. Prime-time programs built around special interests -- music,
wrestling, art, auto racing, gardening, religion, and public affairs -- can be pro-
duced by organizations and directed to individuals with these interests. Public
agencies -- schools, villages, cities, libraries, and hospitals -- can reach con-
sumers or residents with information, classes, and new services, or, on a short-
circuit basis transmit information, hold meetings, etc. between public buildings.
New services -- burglar and security alarms, meter reading, and even diagnosis of
patients in their homes -- are possible. Finally, small merchants can reach their
markets while other private users can conduct polls on their products, run credit
checks, conduct in-home shopping, or hold conferences from various plants and office
locations in the metropolitan area.

There is, then, a double potential that cable can offer to its subscribers. One is
for general service, within a limited geographic part of the region. The other is
for highly selective service, all across the region. No longer will television be
constrained to be, necessarily, every-thing to every-body. There can now be special-
ized, and profitable, markets -- one built around geographic areas and one built
around particular interests.

This potential will be largely frustrated, however, by the pattern in which cable
is beginning to develop. The system is being fundamentally shaped by the historic
boundaries of local units of government within which the franchising takes place.
In part, this is desirable -- since one market for programs will be the local com-
munity market. But it presents two major problems.

* Some municipalities are not large enough individually to attract a cable
system, though they would be attractive if treated as a part of a broader
service area. The system of individual municipal franchising may deny
these built-up communities service.

* The opportunity for multiple, areawide programs of specialized interest,
on the many channels of cable will be missed--or, at least, delayed--if
something is not done to interconnect the individual cable systems from
the beginning. Cable is not unlike the telephone: Imagine what the
phone system would be like if it were organized in only a few municipali-
ties . . . and lacked the capability to send calls from St. Paul to Min-
neapolis, to White Bear Lake, or to Bloomington!



IN OUR REPORT

Beyond the physical problem of system interconnection, there is the question of
programming -- especially for public use.

With cable, now, the federal government is trying a new approach (as contrasted
with radio and broadcast television). 'Public' agencies, organizations and indi-
viduals are being provided with separate and reserved channels, at no cost to
them. Present arrangements, however, make this promise illusory--since no produc-
tion assistance, and funding, is provided. Nor is assurance built into the cable-
contracting process for the various public users and subscribers to have a voice
in the important local decisions that may well commit a municipality for 10 to 15
years.

How can these deficiencies be remedied?

1. We envision cable television will be developed not by the government but by
private owners who can absorb the risk of this new venture. As an enterprise
with many characteristics of a 'public utility' it must, however, have some
public regulation.

2. We envision this regulation continuing_to be handled, essentially, by the
munici alities . . but within a new .ublic framework of ob ectives and
standards, which should be set by the state. We propose the state
standards to assure:

set forth

that all built-up areas will be covered.

that systems will be interconnected from the beginning.

that public programming will be assisted.

that procedures will be followed to protect the public interest in the
adoption of local contracts.

3. Onl the Le islature and the Governor can seize the opportunit resented by
cable television, and give the necessary--and urgently needed--basic direc-
tion to its inevitable and imminent development in the uri-,an areas of this
state. We are living on borrowed time, and action is imperative in 1973.

Again: action need not be significantly delayed. We commend municipalities
for refraining from granting franchises during this past year, until basic
issues would be thought through. Our proposal for state standards will ini-
tially cover all new--and, eventually, all--franchises. No further 'morator-
ium' is required, for a long study of the issues. The state needs only the
six months required to establish, in law, the framework for the development
of cable and to provide the needed assistance to the municipalities.

Major development can be under way in 1973, if the Governor will take the
leadership and if the Legislature will respond.
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BACKGROUND AND FIADINGS

I. Cable television is coning into the metropolitan area.

A. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) adopted rules in February, 1972,
that opened up cable to the top 100 markets including the Twin Cities area.

B. Cable companies are requesting permission (a franchise) from many municipal-
ities to install their systems -- e.g., Bloomington, Lakeville, Farmington
have awarded franchises, while city councils are in the process of doing
this in Fridley and St. Louis Park. Discussion is under way in Minneapolis,
St. Paul, New Hope, Crystal, Robbinsdale, Golden Valley, Edina, Richfield,
Eden Prairie and Hopkins.

II. Cable television has considerable potential as a new communications system both
for regional and neighborhood use.

A. The technology of cable is rapidly developing -- increasing_its capacityand possible uses.

The cable (coaxial cable) is a shielded wire capable of carrying a largenumber of electromagnetic
signals which are sustained by amplifiers as theymove along the wire. In a cable system these wires extend out in a network

up to 25 miles (usually 5-10 miles) from a central point -- the head end.

Currently a cable can provide material on 24-27 channels to television setsequipped with a device (converter) that permits reception and selection
from among these channels. The total number of channels available can be
significantly increased by continued development of amplifiers and/or bybuilding the system with dual cable (two cables bundled together).

The "cable" not only has considerable one-way signal capacity but also hasthe ability to carry signals in two directions if equipment (an amplifierand a responder, simple digit response unft, a voice transmitter, or camerafor video signals) is installed at the vietang end to send signals backalong the cable for two-way communication.

Various devices (filters) also make it possible to selectively block outreception of some signals to all television sets other than those equipped
to receive them. This makes possible essentially closed-circuit use ofcable for contracting users, for specialized audiences and the use of cablefor pay television.

B. Cable systems developed in the metropolitan area will initially provide amodest increase in the number of programs available to viewers on additionaltelevision channels and will improve reception of present channels for someof them.

1. Possibly 9-15 of a 27-channel one cable system will be in use when thesystem is installed. These will include the programs on the six over-the-air channels presently viewed in the metropolitan area (channels 2,4, 5, 9, 11 and 17). Two additional channels will carry programs fromindependent stations in Chicago or Milwaukee while a few others may



carry continuous weather, stock and news reports, and FM radio. The cable
company may put together programs on a separate channel when the cable
system begins operation. Another two channels will be available for pro-
grams produced by educational and local governmental agencies and a third
by community organizations and individuals.

2. Some viewers may experience improvements in the clarity of TV reception,
especially from conditions causing interference (tall buildings, close-
ness to transmitters, airplanes, etc.) in the reception of some channels.

Providing TV reception to areas that otherwise could not receive a clear
signal, and improving the reception of sets in cities with substantial
interference, were the primary reasons for the initial development of
cable. Limy rural towns were either isolated by mountains which limited
quality reception of TV signals or were located beyond the range of over-
the-air broadcast TV. Cable eliminated problems with reception and gener-
ally increased the number of channels available to TV viewers in these
communities by importing them from a number of cities. In other instances
such as New York City, cable simply improved TV reception for viewers from
interference caused by tall buildings.

The early cable systems- -some found in towns in outstate Minnesota - -had
only a few channels (usually 12) with little if any locally originated
programming. This,early development, however, was important as it estab-
lished the principle of subscriber payment for service.

3. A person living within a community with a cable system has the opportun-
ity of receiving this service for a monthly charge (usually $5-6). Addi-
tional sets may be connected to cable for an additional charge (about $1).
If a person desires the service, the cable will be installed by running
the line (a drop) from a wire (feeder) which is hung from existing tele-
phone or power company poles to his home and then to one or more TV sets.
When utilities are installed underground, the service is similarly routed
underground. A charge (from $6-20) is usually made for this installation,
but it is frequently waived as part of a promotional program.

An existing TV antenna does not need to be removed when cable is installed
but it will be disconnected. When the cable system is using more than 13
channels the TV viewer who desires to see these will further require a set
top device (a converter - about $30-40) that allows him to select from the
additional channels with the selection dial on his TV set.

C. Cable systems proposed for development in metropolitan areas today--with their
considerable and growing channel capality--open up many opportunities for
numerous uses by both private organizations and the public.

1. Many channels (12-15 on a single cable and up to 40 on two cables) will be
available on a lease arrangement from cable operators to businesses, orga-
nizations, or agencies interested in using cable for general audiences or
specialized purposes.

2. Two channels will be reserved at no cost for local governmental and educa-
tional use, with another (public access) available to the public at-large
(either organizations or individuall)on a first-come, first-served basis.
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3. Cable operators may also use a channel for locally originated programs.
These will probably cover local events or items of interest in the terri-
tory they serve (local news, high school athletic events) together with
movies and whatever else the operator can put together to attract custo-
mers to subscribe to cable.

D. Cable systems built today--with significant penetration (number of subscribers),
further development of technology and investment in terminal equipment for two-
way uses--have substantial potential to provide many new services.

Some observers suggest that cable TV development may be comparable to the ad-
vent of electricity and the dramatic changes occurring after power was produced
and lines built for distribution. Only after electricity was available did
inventors and entrepreneurs begin to think out and develop various uses for
it.

At the present time, no one has a clear idea of what uses will be found for
cable communications. Some of the possible new services currently suggested
however, include the following in their ascending order of technical sophisti-
cation and cost of terminal equipment:

1. Services possible on the basic cable equipment network without return or
two-waysapability:

House or apartment hunting.
Job-finding assistance.

Political speeches and presentations by local candidates or public
officials.

Low-cost advertising by small merchants.
Public health, product health education.
"How-to" programs -- find a doctor, find day care, get drug counsel-
ing, read a lease or credit agreement, make a home budget.

2. Simple monitoring services requiring a limited digital (non-voice) return
capability:

Opinion and product polling.

Reading water, electric and gas meters.
Security -- fire and burglar alarms.
Monitoring flows in water mains, sewers, volumes left in oil tanks,

automatic plant functions, air pollution.

3. Two-way audio communLcation services with limited information retrieval
and channel access controls:

Merchandise and price comparison (quality, unit price).
In-home shopping.
Pay television -- movies and sports events.
Hold conferences or group meetings from remote locations.
Participate in debates, panels, discussions.
Professional development programs -- doctors, teachers, etc.
Credit checks.

Monitor location of vehicles.



4. General-purpose data services capability:

Computer assistance in figuring monthly bills, taxes, etc.
Facsimile reproduction of mail, newspapers, library materials.
Computer sharing.
Data transmission and retrieval to banks, billing facilities, etc.
Adding a "cable ordering" capability onto a "mail order" system.

5. Two-way video services with channel access controls.

Physician diagnosis and treatment of individuals.
Business and professional conferences.
Closed circuit TV within and between buildings.
Traffic surveillance.

Many of these services--especially those requiring advanced two-way capabil-
ity and auxiliary equipment--will not be available when cable systems begin
to operate. A substantial market of consumers must first be assembled.
Many of them will also require development of new types of equipment not yet
available and, as importantly, additional investment by users and /or consum-
ers who desire them. Some may also develop on other than cable systems with
either separate wires or wires of the telephone company, or on microwave
relay systems. In al probability it will take a number of years for most
of them to develop.

The capacity of the cable system that comes with its additional channels,
its ability to serve small areas and devote channels to particular uses, and
its expansibility, however, all combine to make cable a new communications
complex -- a television of abundance.

III. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has left considerable room to other
levels of government and to cable companies in choices about what uses to deve-
lop in individual cable systems and the pattern of local cable system development.

A. The federal government throu h the FCC has preempted regulation of many ro-
tramming aspects of cable TV, set minimum technical standards and required
federal certification of each franchise.

The FCC in 1972 opened up the metropolitan markets for development of cable
by lifting a ban imposed in 1966 upon the importation of distant signals. Atthe same time it adopted a set of rules regulating cable TV development. In
these rules it preempted other levels of government from regulation of someaspects of this industry in contrast with the almost complete earlier pre-
emption of over-the-air radio and television broadcast.

The FCC in its recent cable rules has preempted regulation over cable by
states or localities in a few areas (television signal carriage), asserted
limited preemption in others by permitting states and localities to super-
sede minimum FCC regulations (technical standards), in a third category has
preempted many areas subject to a waiver to allow state and local regulation
(number of reserved designated access channels), and finally has left open
some areas to determination by the state and local units of government in
its recognition of franchise provisions (boundaries of the territory to be
covered by a franchise).

Overall, the spirit of FCC cable TV regulations is one which encourages
experimentation with different methods of rapping the potential of cable
television.



B. There are many important local choices to be made in the development of cable.

Regulation of cable beyond the requirements of the FCC largely occurs in the
provisions built into franchises awarded by municipalities to cable operators.
The state currently does not have any role or policies on the development of
cable, its function or use in the state.

Under the present process, individual municipalities which appear to consti-
tute an attractive potential market are approached by cable companies seeking
a franchise.

A franchise is required to obtain permission from the local unit of govern-
ment to cross or install cables on public streets, alleys and public rights-
of-way. The franchise, however, may contain a number of provisions which are
binding on the cable company in the grant of permission by the village. This
possibility makes the franchise appear much like a contract and opens up
opportunities for public discussion and choice in many areas.

Some of the local choices include the types of services a system provides,
the design and layout of the cable network which affects opportunities for
specialized programming, the amount of subscriber fees, the interconnection
of systems, and the quantity and location of production facilities a cable
company must provide. Important decisions are also made by municipalities
in their choice of the specific company that will receive the franchise and
operate the system.

The local franchising authority largely determines what procedures they will
employ in granting a franchise. The present state law grants municipalities
the power to award franchises for up to 25 years. The only requirement to
make the franchise effective in villages under the municipal code is majority
approval by the village council and subsequent publication. Some villages or
cities with charters may be required to hold public hearings before granting
a franchise. Typically, the ordinance (setting specifications) authorizing
the franchise and the franchise document itself are drafted and adopted simul-
taneously. The rcc in its rules has also suggested some procedures. They
require a statement from the municipality showing that it considered in a
public proceeding the system operator's legal, character, financial, techni-
cal and other qualifications; and limit the length of franchises to 15 years.
The FCC procedural requirements, however, leave considerable room to munici-
palities in actually determining what steps to take and the degree of public
involvement in them.
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CONCLUSIONS

I. Cable systems developed in the Twin Cities area must be interconnected from the
beginnin simply to assemble the market necessa for both rivate and .ublic
regional programs and services and to develop th--- zted to many specialized
interests within this metropolitan area.

A. Much of the si ificant otential for cable will not be realized without
interconnection of cable systems in the metropolitan area.

1. Many of the most significant future uses of cable--especially two-way
services--will depend upon investment in them and their development by
private companies. The channel capacity to handle these services will
be readily available immediately after a cable system is installed, since
possibly only half of the channels will be used for currently anticipated
programs. Some of the possible services might include: Opinion and pro-
duct polling, water, gas and electric meter reading, fire and burglar
alarms, in-home shopping, credit checks, ordering and billing of merchan-
dise, computer sharing, data transmission and retrieval to banks, billing
facilities, etc., business, professional, union conferences and meetings
from remote locations, closed circuit TV within and between buildings,
entertainment on closed circuit systems with per-program payment (pay-TV
of sport events and movies), and facsimile reproduction of mail, news-
papers and library materials upon request to homes or offices.

Cable will not provide any of these new services, and much of its poten-
tial will not be realized, unless the cable systems are interconnected.
It is essential that cable systems be tied together, simply to assemble
an adequate market for potential consumers of these new services in the
separated offices, plants, and viewers scattered in various cable areas
throughout the region.

2. A major part of the potential for cable is the local geographic program-
ming -- the events, and the educational, social, athletic and civic acti-
vities from local schools,,municipalities, organizations and churches
within the communities served by a single cable system. Th1.8 local pro-
gramming dimension is clearly one immediate area of opportunity for cable--
one that is viewed as extremely important by cable promoters and local
public officials.

A second significant immediate programming opportunity--which is equally
attractivehowever, comes from the programming organized around special-
ized subject areas directed to the segments of an audience scattered
across the region. These include some of the existing "major league"
sports and cultural activities plus others that, due to cable, have the
potential of similarly developing into major attractions for many people.

This important regional and specialized progrommir: dimension cannot be
realized if the cable systems of this region are not tied together. Our
experience in developing many of the major attractions of this area--
those which exist as one of a kind--Vikings, Twins, North Stars, Saints,
Minnesota Orchestra, art museums, Guthrie Theater--has taught us the
necessity to pull together supporters from throughout the er ire region



If we are to have them. Similarly, the programming opportunity cable offers
for many activities and entertainment will require a comparable effort to
assemble and develop the range of quality programs for specialized interests.
2h4 can be accomplished only if the subscribers to each of the individual
c le systems are able to select from programs for the entire regional mar-
ket.

Numerous groups already are organized around interests shared by members
who live throughout the metropolitan area. These include civic organiza-
tions, recreational groups, trade unions, business organizations, churches,
cultural organizations and numerous others based on a specific community
interest or activity. Some specific areas include Lrestling, tennis, car
racing, various church and religious educational activities, community the-
aters, chess, bridge and other games, gardening clubs, etc. Programs in
these areas which require both effective production and a critical number
of viewers to support them, may be possible as a result of drawing together
the parts of an audience found in a few communities with those in others.

3: The channel space on cable which opens up opportunities for local units
of government (municipalities and school districts) must also tap the re-
sources of agencies and institutions whose audience extends throughout the
metropolitan area or large portions of it as another source of programming
and to make possible some of the uses for cable's potential. These include
post-secondary educational institutions--University of Minnesota, Minnesota
Metro State College, six State Junior Colleges, seven private colleges, six
Technical-Vocational Schools, numerous parochial schools; health agencies
such as hospitals, clinics, and medical education and training institutions,
plus area governmental organizations concerned with the environment, tran-
sit, highways, airports, parks, sewers and libraries. Programs produced by
these organizations or services they develop can effectively utilize cable
only if they can simultaneously reach their audience -- one that extends
over the entire region or large portions of it. These agencies will find
it difficult, and very inconvenient, to effectively use cable if they are
required to transport tapes of programs to each of the systems one by one.
The possibility of educational institutions offering courses to students,
for example, would be limited unless they can simultaneously reach these
students at one time.

4. The interconnection of cable systems is beneficial to cable operation, as
it would serve to enlarge the market for cable with the increased number of
possible programs directed to special interests found throughout the region.
The at.raction offered by these programs to potential viewers can only be
translated into increases in the number of subscribers and a return to the
cable operators.

B. The major issue today is how to best insure interconnection -- not whether this
should occur.

1. Franchises already developed by Bloomington and Fridley contain language
encouraging interconnection. However, these statements are not enforceable,
as they do not specify what is meant by interconnection or provide any
standards to determine whether it has been done. This determination is not
made by the public but instead is left to the cable operator.



2. National studies proclaim the need for interconnection, but seldom out-
line how to accomplish it. Part of the difficulty in resolving this
issue results from the focus on the technology for interconnection--the

type of equipment and its design--rather than providing a view of inter-
connection as an essential basic element of a cable system in an urban
area.

C. Specific direction from the public is essential on what interconnection must
be demonstrated on cable systems following their construciton--and at speci-
fied times after this.

1. Interconnection for the cable operator largely means his system must have
equipment to transmit or send signals to other cable systems in the area
and to receive these particular signals. Each of the presently proposed
cable systems, it should be noted, initially will have the ability to
receive signals--those imported into the region, as well as those coming
from over-the-air television stations in the area. They will not, how-
ever, necessarily have the technical ability to interconnect with other
systems in this area.

Transmission of signals from each cable system will require an additional
investment by the operator. This expenditure will vary depending on the
number of channels that must be interconnected and the number of cable
systems to which signals must be sent. The public can assist in resolv-
ing these two questions in the policies it initially adopts for the
development of cable.

Although future uses for cable may require sophisticated equipment and a
larger investment for interconnection to handle a substantial number of
channels, many of these uses will take many years to develop. To require
a substantial interconnection capability from the beginning would undoubt-
edly impose too great a financial burden on this largely infant industry,
as would a requirement that all channels on the cable be activated immedi-
ately upon completion of the system--even though they are not likely to
have customers for them. On the other hand, if cable is to permit deve-
lopment of new services, to provide an increase in the number of special
programs and to grow, it is essential that at least minimal interconnec-
tion be demonstrated from the beginning in the same manner that a minimum
number of channels must readily be made available when operation begins
and that cable lines are installed within a specified area to permit
connection by those who desire this service.

2. Decisions about how to technically interconnect cable systems can and
should be left to the cable industry and the operators. They are best
able to know what equipment is available and have the ability to work
out the engineering questions such as whether each system should be
separately interconnected, whether it would be better to do this through
a central interconnection facility and whether interconnection should be
done with microwave relays or trunklines connecting head ends. They
can also work out the arrangements necessary for any cost sharing of any
common facilities needed to accomplish this. These decisions, however,
will be shaped by the specific direction initially provided by the pub-
lic on its minimal interconnection expectations.
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D. We concluded cable systems developed in the metropolitan area when they begin
to operate should be required to demonstrate the ca abilit of transmittin
programs originated within their area on a single designated general public
use channel to all cable systems in the Twin Cities area, together with the
ability of receiving these. In addition, each system serving two or more
school districts should also demonstrate the interconnection of cable systems
serving these districts.

1. The minimal demonstration of interconnection on one channel will require
development of basic facilities to insure cable systems are interconnec-
ted. It will further provide potential users with a more complete view
of the range of possibilities for cable and reduce the concern about one
of thc, possible difficulties in reaching their markets or adapting cable
for their use. The number of channels and the links of interconnection
cam always be expanded as the demand increases for many additional pro-
grams or uses by the private market or by public agencies who need this
type of system to assemble their audience.

2. The reservation on each system of a designated regional public channel
will provide many potential public users (agencies and organizations)
with an increasing part of their market as the number of subscribers
increases, and will enable production of a number of programs that can
be directed to specialized audiences throughout the area. Provision for
a regional interconnected channel would remedy the difficulty of reach-
ing audiences with either limited, specialized interests or those which
extend over the entire area on a network of separate, individual systems
which must be handled cne by one. It would make it possible for cable
to offer a considerably increased number of programs and thereby develop
its multi-community programming dimension. This, in turn, should increase
the appeal of cable for many additional potential subscribers, increase
the return to the cable operators and the pace of cable's development

II. A limited number of cable systems should be developed in the metropolitan area
to encompass all of the built-up urbanized areas simply to make cable available
from the beginning to all potential subscribers, to increase the market for cable,
and to improve the possibility for effective local programming. This will not
happen if cable continues to develop only in a few selective-individual munici-
palities.

A. Residents of a large number of smaller suburban communities will be denied
the opportunity of receiving cable, while cable operators and private users
of cable will be able to reach only part of their market, if cable systems
continue to develop on a municipal-by-municipal basis.

Of a possible 30 communities with high densities, only 7-13 municipalities
have a sufficient number of housing units and a density likely to attract
competitive bids from cable operators based on the experience in Fridley.
These include:

Minneapolis Roseville
St. Paul Brooklyn Center
Bloomington (has awarded a franchise) Brooklyn Park
St. Louis Pea Crystal
Pridiey Columbia Heights
Edina South St. Paul
Richfield



A total of 17 communities with higher densities that may not
attract competitive bids for cable systems due to their relatively small

number of households include:

Anoka North St. Paul
Spring Lake Park Maplewood
Lexington Landfall
Circle Pines White Bear Lake
Hilltop West St. Paul
Mounds View Hopkins
New Brighton Robbinsdale
Lauderdale New Hope
Falcon Heights

Apart from the 30 municipalities with higher densities, significant
developed portions or all of 28 communities might well be attractive for
cable development if they were included as past of a territory served by
a cable system. Each of them individually, however, have lower overall
densities and in most cases a small number of households that makes them
less attractive to cable companies prepared to offer a number of services.
These include:

Coon Rapids St. Paul Park Greenwood
Blaine Cottage Grove Excelgior
St. Anthony Inver Grpve Heights Shorewood
Arden Hills Mendota Heights Mound
Shoreview Mendota Minnetonka
Little Canada Burnsville Plymouth
Oakdale Apple Valley Medicine Lake
Vadnais Heights Deephaven Golden Valley
Newport Woodland Wayzata

Osseo

B. The attractiveness of cable to private users either for programs or ser-
vices they might develop will be limited if cable develops on the present
patchwork basis that leaves gape in the territory served by cable in the
metropolitan area.

The cable market under the current approach will be limited only to those
housing units, offices or plants in the larger, more densely developed
municipalities that contract with cable companies.

Private users of cable may find it difficult, for example--even with an

interconnected system--to reach many of their offices, plants or stores
that are located in communities that are not likely to have cable, such
as Hopkins, St. Anthony, Robbinsdale, New Hope, Anoka, Spring Lake Park,
West St. Paul, Eagan, etc. Similarly, if they are interested in providing
new services to either a mass or specialized market of people in their
homes, these services simply will, not be available in those communities
without cable. Even at the beginning level of cable use, many local sub-
urban merchants, for example, who might like to advertise their services
or merchandise on the cable company channel will find they can reach only
a part of their market. Similarly, the possibilities on the cable company
channel for discussions and reports by Candidates for public office or by
public officials apart from the village councils will be limited since
the local legislative, school and county districts frequently cover por-
tions of a number of municipalities -- some that are not presently likely
to have a cable system.
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C. The local programming dimension of cable and its use by local public insti-
tutions and the public at-large will be severely limited if cable continues
to develop only within individual municipalities.

Any effective use of the reserved channels for local public programming
directed to students, parents, taxpayers and residents of communities will
be possible only if there is an adequate base for financial support of expen-
sive program production and the development of cable systems that serve them.

Municipal use of cable -- Few of the individual municipalities within the

metropolitan area--except possibly Minneapolis, St. Paul and Bloomington--
have a financial base sufficiently large to support programs that would use,
the municipal channel. Few municipalities--even those that have granted a
franchise--currently have any plans for use of this channel. Some services
and programs suggested by studies, however, include:

. Public health and product health education.

. Presentations or discussions about issues before the city council.
"How -to" programs such as: find a doctor, find day care, get drug
counseling, get social security, buy food stamps, register to vote,
get married, get shots for children, file a complaint about municipal
services, report pollution, etc.

. Register opinions on issues posed by city officials.

. Present and discuss city planning studies.

. Monitoring flows in water mains, sewers.

. Water meter reading, etc.

The dollars a smaller municipality can make available for program production
will be relatively less than a larger community and is likely,to be very
limited assuming the same amount of effort. Likewise, a small community with
its relatively fewer subscribers will find the revenues from the franchise fee
proportionately less than a larger community. Although any municipality de-
siring to produce programs on the municipal channel may be able tl substitute
for some direct costs by volunteer assistance or by calling on part of the
time of regular employees, the smaller municipality will have a smaller finan-
cial base and consequently will have a more limited ability to produce pro-
grams, to provide services, or to use much of the time available to them on
cable.

The issue for most suburban communities in their use of cable, however is
not whether they can do effective programming but whether they are able to
do it at all.

The possibilities of cable, however, could be explored by these communities
if many of them were in,the same cable territory and pooled their funds with
those of .adjoining municipalities thereby aggregating sufficient resources
to purchase tapes, equipment, or production assistance in developing their
own programs. This arrangement not only would increase the passibility of
producing programs for each of them individually.or jointly, out also.is pos-
sibly the only way there would be a sufficient number of programs to fill a
channel for a few hours per week. Such a pooling arrangement might make it
possible for example to employ a production crew that could go from one sub-
urb to another to cover local issues and then schedule a few hours each eve-
ning on these topics. The increased programming possible by pooling funds,
however, will not necessarily result in use of cable. It will only increase
the possibility for some effective use and experimentation after public offi-
cials decide it is somathillg that provides a desirable service to the commu-
nity,



School district use of cable -- Onl a few school districts under the resent
municipal-by-municipal approach to cable development will be able to use cable,
as only parts of many of them are contained within a likely cable area. Most
suburban school districts cover a larger territory than a single municipality
while their boundaries and those of municipalities are seldom coterminous --
apart from Minneapolis, St. Paul and South St. Paul. This ccndition poses
difficulties for the use of cable both for in-school instruction and for pro-
grams directed to homes by local school districts.

The effort to use cable as part of the classroom instruction will be very dif-
ficult if schools of a single district are located in a number of municipali-
ties -- some with their individual cable systems and others without any.
Similarly, the use of cable for adult instruction or to reach parents under
the present arrangement will also pose problems as the homes of school dis-
trict residents are likely found in a number of municipalities.

The potential use of cable for in-school instruction would be significantly
increased if the territory covered by cable systems encompassed as nearly as
possible all the school districts and municipalities in the built-up urban
area. This would tend not only to insure that the schools of a particular
school district were served by a single cable system but it would increase
the number of school districts that could use cable. The 13 municipalities
most likely to singly attract bids from a number of companies, for examples,
encompass nearly all of ten school districts and parts of four others such
as Robbinsdale, Osseo, Anoka and Roseville. By contrast, if a limited number
of cable systems covered all 58 possible municipalities, a reserved educational
channel would be available to almost all the territory in 20 districts and
parts of nine others.

The problem of many large pockets of isolated homes resulting from the over-
lap of school district boundaries with municipal ones where a school district
is served by two or more cable systems can be alleviated by interconnecting
the systems and by designing the layout of trunklines so that residents of
various school districts in a municipality can receive the programs of their
district on the local educational channel. Unless this is done, many students,
parents and residents will be isolated from the programs of their schools.

Public use -- Effective general public use of cable -- whether by organizations
or individuals who desire to reach an audience in a specified area--will be
influenced by the size of the territory served by a cable system as this will
Partly determine the number of users and the size of the audience. The public
access channel will be available from the outset for these users. However,
based on experience with the present public access on Channel 17 and on cable
systems in other cities, it will take a period of time before individuals and
groups are likely to make much use of this channel. Increasing the territory
covered by a cable system-- especially in the suburbs - -to include a number of
communities will increase the number of potential users and the total size of
the audience of selective viewers who would find these presentations interest-
ing and attractive. A Larger district would likewise make it possible for
groups with similar interests in a geographic areapolitical parties, churches,
garden clubs, civic organizations, chambers of commerce, etc. --to combine
their efforts and limited resources in using this form of communications.



D. Interconnection of cable systems in the metropolitan area will be haphazard
much more difficult and complex if cable continues to develop under the
municipal-by-municipal approach.

One of the difficulties for cable companies tying together channels or their
systems is the uncertainty about the number of systems that will develop in
this region with which they must interconnect. Under the current approach
the number of cable systems will continually increase as the larger munici-
palities award franchises. Beginning with possibly the five or six largest
communities--Minneapolis, St. Paul, Bloomington, St. Louis Park, Edina, Rich-
field and Fridley--the cable network is likely to gradually expand in a short
time to an additional eight to ten municipalities. As the number of cable
systems increases, so likely will the requirements and the outlay for equip-
ment to enable interconnection with the new systems. The possibility for
cable operators to get together on any type of shared arrangement for part
of these facilities or for a third party to develop them may also be limited
until the number of companies and the areas they serve are known.

Municipalities desiring to have their cable systems interconnected with others
in the region may similarly find it difficult in their negotiations with cable
companies to do more than require interconnection with the immediatelvadjoin-

i

ing systems -- the present pattern.

E. Neither the FCC nor munici alities can resolve the .roblem of cable service
area gaps developing in built-up portions of large urban areas.

The FCC has not--and probably cannot--address itself to the problem of cable
development in urban areas with a number of municipalities that differ in
size and therefore relative attractiveness to cable companies. It does not
suggest how cable might best develop to include at least all built -up por-
tions of these areas -- particularly where there are a number of smaller
municipalities -- but instead leaves this up to "local authorities".

FCC rules leave the issue of how to best divide an urban area into cable
districts up to "local authorities". The FCC has adopted rules calling for
a regulatory program with shared responsibilities !,:.tween it and "local
authorities". It rejected conventional federal licensing (the process used
with radio and television) believing this would place an unmanageable burden
on the Commission, and because local governments are inescapably involved in
the cable use of streets and ways. Local authorities, they also note, are
able to bring a special expertness to such matters -- for example, as to how
best to parcel large urban areas into cable districts, how best to divide up
a franchise area for phased construction -- and are in a better position to
follow up on service complaints.

The FCC goes on to state that:

"Because of the limited resources of Statas and municipalities and
its own obligation to insure an efiicienticommunications service
with adequate facilities at reasonable charges, the FCC must set
at least minimum standards for franchises issued by local authori-
ties. These standards relate to such matters as the franchise
selection process, construction deadlines, duration of the/fran-
chise, rates, and rate charges, the handling of service complaints,
and the reasonableness of franchise fees."
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These minimum standards are administered by the FCC in the process of grant-
ing a certificate of compliance, which is necessary before new service may
begin.

The only significant direction the FCC provides on cable areas is to the
larger cities, where it notes the local authorities are uniquely competent
to delineate the franchise area where there are two or more franchises granted
within the community. In these cases--possibly Minneapolis and St. Paul--it
emphasizes that

"cable service must be developed to equitably and reasonably serve
all parts of the community. A plan, for example, that would bring
cable to only the more affluent parts of a city--ignoring the poorer
areas--simply could not stand. Also, while it is obvious that a cable
company cannot build everywhere at once within a designated franchise
area, provision must be made that the company develop service reason-
ably and equitably. There is a variety of ways to divide up communi-
ties, but this is a matter best left to local judgment."

The lack of any rules by the FCC on cable territories in urban areas is
understandable as the states--not the federal government--have the power and
responsibility to determine the units of local government and their powers,
such as franchising. At best, the FCC might make some suggestions but it
has limitcd ability to directly carry these out.

Municipalities, either individually or by voluntary joint agreement, cannot
determine how to parcel urban areas into a number of cable territories within
which a cable system operates to insure all built-up portions receive cable
service from the beginning. Many municipalities may not feel it is in their
short-term interest to join together With a neighboring municipality, especi-
ally if it appears they can attract a cable system by themselves. Even if
they decided it would be better to get together, such an effort is likely to
be made by only a few municipalities -- an improvement closing a few gaps but
still leaving vany in the built-up portions of the region.

In the Twin Cities area there already are examples of communities going it
alone--Fridley Bloomington; and the beginnings of efforts to join toge-
ther as evidenced in discussions under way in southwestern Hennepin Ccunty
between Richfield, Edina, St. Louis Park, Eden Prairie, Hopkins and Minne-
tonka, and in northwestern Hennepin County between Robbinsdale, Crystal, New
Hope, Golden Valley and Plymouth. Comparable efforts, however, are not ob-
served to anywhere near the same degree among suburbs in the remaining por-
tions of Hennepin County or in Ramsey, Anoka, Dakota and WashiLgton counties.

Past experience with the voluntary joint agreement approach to other services
suggests it will be difficult and only partially successful, since it depends
upon the good will and cooperation of municipalities that perceive a need to
join together. Any community that finds it difficult for historical reasons
to get together with their neighbor will not be inclined to do so for cable
unless they are too small to hope to get their own system. Similarly, if
they receive a proposal from a cable company they may be reluctant to carry
on this joint discussion until agreement is reached and instead may decide
to withdraw at any time.
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The major problem with the voluntary joint agreement approach to cable develop-
ment is that it does not provide a mechanism for deciding which of the munic!tali-
ties within the built-up urban area should initially be included within a cable
service territory. In addition, the current joint agreement arrangement poses
difficulties in simply obtaining agreement between a number of municipalities
when any one of the major municipalities may withdraw and go it alone and any one
of them may not go along with the agreement thereby jeopardizing it.

We concluded that if cable territories were designated municipalities would and
should et to ether to determine the s ecifications for individual cable systems
and award the franchise.

The designation of cable territories before municipalities grant a franchise
would greatly assist in bringing communities together for this purpose and main-
tain the many advantages of municipal franchising.

The encouragement and work by cable companies--acting as a self-interested third
party--can assist in getting municipalities to work together. Similarly, the
knowledge that this approach is desired in the designation of territories for a
single cable system by a higher level of government and the fact that a franchise
may be approved for only the entire territory or a substantial portion of it
would also encourage communities to get together. These two incentives are
largely missing under the present voluntary joint agreement approach.

The joint agreement approach to franchising cable companies has a number of ad-
vantages. It permits a number of local communities to determine the types of
services and characteristics of the cable system which will serve them, thereby
insuring the local geographic programming dimension of cable is developed. It
also allows a number of municipalities to jointly-share in the expense of any
technical assistance used in developing the franchise and its subsequent monitor-
ing. The pooling of resources and talent for effective p-ogram production and/or
services on the reserved municipal, educational and public access channels also
is encouraged and facilitated if there is a joint agreement on the granting of
the franchise. Unless municipalities can effectively make these decisions, their
interest in the subsequent development of local uses and programs and any moni-
toring or handling of complaints may well lag or be mi'iimal.

The joining-together of a few municipalities into a cable district may appear to
dilute the local character of the cable system, but it can only strengthen this
dimension by enabling either more or better local programs directed to local
events and interests of either the entire district or individual umnicipalities
within it. It is possible by the design and layout of the cable system in a
multi-municipal area to lay the wires so that trunklines reach just the residents
of a single municipality with programs that might be directed to or be of special
interest to them.

F. The Legislature in 1973--before additional cable systems are certified by the FCC--
=St intervene and take action to grant a state agency the authority to determine
the territory of each cable district within which a cable system may operate in
urban areas and to certify franchises granted by municipalities within these.

The Legislature is the only body that has the power to remedy the present frag-
mented pattern of local geographic markets for cable and insure that cable as it
develops will reach all of its potential market within urban areas. It is incon-
ceivable that it will not do this.
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The Legislature in taking action should not attempt itself to determine
what would be the desirable size of a cable district or the extent of the
territory within it, as work remains to be done before these lines can be
drawn. This includes determining the minimum density and the size of a
territory within which a cable system can be economically viable. Instead,
the Legislature should focus this responsibility on a state agency, with
the specific advice of regional planning organizations, and the participa-
tion of cable companies and local units of government.

Franchise territories should be proposed by municipalities and the cable
companies. However, responsibility for a decision about the extent and
size of them should rest with a state agency, as the problem of service
area gaps is found in some larger urban areas of the state. The problem
currently is most severe in the metropolitan area but it can be expected
to extend to other growing urban areas such as Duluth, Rochester, St. Cloud
and Mankato.

Once cable service territories are set by the state, municipalities within
them can get together where necessary to further proceed with the steps
leading to the granting of a franchise. Any backup mechanism, such as
state franchising, that might operate to permit franchising in the event
of an impasse in the joint agreement should still encourage the parties
to get together and to resolve as much of an agreement as possible - par-
ticularly on the specifications for the system. It should also make it
equally risky for both large and small municipalities not to find areas of
agreement and ultimately to award the franchise.

III. Minimum state standards--on interconnection of cable s stems on their design
and layout in communities and on some of the .rovisions of franchises- -
are needed. The should insure cable s stems will rovide ade uate o ortuni-I

ties to users for both regional
and local community programming_ and services

and for minimum uniform rotection of subscribers users and the :eneral

A. The FCC has provided a few maximum and minimum standards to franchising
authorities but has left much of the s ecific re ulation and develo ment
of cable up to states and municipalities.

The FCC in adopting its rules provided some direction in suggested general
standards to local franchising bodies. In a few cases the Commission has
set specific maximum limits on them and on local franchises. These in-
clude: the amount of the franchise fee (maximum of to 5%), local regu-
lation except by petition of non-broadcast access channels (public access,
educational and leased channels), prohibition of any advertising material,
lottery information and obscene or indecent matter on the reserved educa-
tional and public access channels, length of franchise (15 years), and the
construction timetable (significant construction within one year of FCC
issuance of compliance).

There is wide latitude for state and/or local regulation of many areas
totally or beyond minimums suggested by the Commission. These include:
the franchise area, subscriber rates and charges, service complaints,
technical standards, production facilities, and the franchise selection
process. Finally, the Commission has only mentioned other aspects of



cable development which are important to its development and the protection
of the public interest in cable such as interconnection, the design and lay-
out of trunkline networks in a community, service requirements, transfer or
assignment of ownership, and provisions on penalties for non-performance and
cancellation or revocation of the franchise.

B. Municipal regulation of cable in the drafting of franchises and their contents
is improving but by itself cannot insure cable systems will be developed to
provide--in their initial construction--for maximum_publisprogramylumpor=
tunities and uniform minimum safeguards to consumers and the geaeral public.

Adequate provisions in a franchise are extremely important since the fran-
chise is a contract between the city and a cable company for a fairly long
period of time. This agreement between the municipality and the company not
only sets out requirements for the system that will shape its development and
operation but once concluded will be very difficult to change for possibly
10-15 years. This situation not only suggests that municipalities approach
this decision with care but also that to the degree there are generally agreed
upon safeguards these be guaranteed by someone other than the individual muni-
cipality.

The public officials and staffs of municipalities undertaking to grant a
franchise frequently are not familiar with cable--the numerous choices in
services a system can provide or the best possible ways of building in safe-
guards for the subscribers, users and themselves. Several national studies
on local franchising have concluded that municipal regulation of cable in the
past has been a total failure largely because the municipality as a "one-shot",
part-time participant in the franchising game is usually incapable of dealing
on an equal informational basis with the applicants. This process requires
a considerable amount of time on a topic that some city councils do not see
as extremely important so that with the press of more imminent matters they
are inclined to simply get it over with quickly.

Increasingly, however, some village and city councils are doing a consider-
able amount of work with the result that some recently developed franchise
ordinances -- Bloomington and St. Louis Park, for example--for the most part
are better than others such as Stillwater and Lakeville-Farmington. These
recent efforts, the time city councils now considering cable are spending in
studying it, together with the availability of several handbooks on municipal
franchising and a number of "model" ordinances suggest there will be contin-
ued improvement in the franchising process in the next few years.

C. Minimum state standards for franchises granted by municipalities with subse-
quent state certification of them would insure uniform-consistent safeguards
for the ublic and develo ment of cable a stems with maximum ro rammin
opportunities and services.

The development of the two major programming opportunities offered by cable--
local community and regional-will. be significantly influenced by the design
and capability initially built into a cable system.
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Design and layout of cable systems for localiorogramming -- Cable systems
can be designed in the layout of trunklines to permit direction of unique
local programs on separate channels to sub -areas or communities of franchise
territories. In a multi-municipal franchise territory these communities
might be the individual smaller municipalities while in larger municipali-
ties they would be local communities that may be identified in planning
studies. Programs on this channel (probably the educational or public
access) might consist of local neighborhood community events and issues, the
athletic activities of the local high school, meetings of community organiza-
tions, etc.

The determination of the boundaries of local communities, the location of
significant isolated pockets of school districts that serve their residents
and how a cable system might serve these can best be made by local public
officials with the participation of residents and cable companies. It is
important, however, that the state insure this is done in one of its fran-
chise standards if cable is to provide the possibility for programs that can
be directed to the unique local interests of people.

If this possibility is not built into cable from the beginning, the local
programming dimension of cable is likely to mean the "municipal dimension"
and in larger cities such as Minneapolis and St. Paul could result in reduced
opportunities for programs directed to the more limited geographic interests
of residents in the sub-areas of the city. In the suburbs the lack of con-
sideration for this factor will result in reducing the usefulness of the
educational channel for school districts as they will not be able to reach
many of their students or residents.

Interconnection of cable s stems for regional .ro;rammin. -- The regional
programming dimension of cable similarly requires state standards to insure
it is realized. These consist of standards on interconnection -- where and
when it is required, how it is demonstrated, signal performance and penal-
ties in the event a cable system does not comply. Although municipalities
may view interconnection as significant, they are less likely to see it as
an important issue if they are looking at cable as a local communication
system. State standards, therefore, should assist in insuring interconnec-
tion by requiring specific provisions for this be built into municipal fran-
chises before they are certified.

Franchise provision standards
-- The specific provisions of the franchise

can cover a range of subjects
from those relating to specificatiohs of the

cable system and its installation, to rates and changes to subscribers and
users, production facilities, the fee charged the cable company for operation,and the procedures to be followed if the cable operator does not perform or
transfers ownership, and in the periodic reopening of the contract -- usuallyfor rate review.

It is in the franchise
provisions that the general public interest of con-

sumers, users and the municipality are protected including: rates that arefair and reasonable, access to books and records of the company, opportuni-ties for user and consumer
participation in the determination of rates andother topics when the franchise is reopened, and the recourse of a municipal-ity if the cable company does not perform in accordance with the contract ordoes not comply with it.
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Municipalities need to have considerable latitude in determining the speci-
fic contents of their franchises. The state, however, can play a signifi-
cant role in insuring adequate safeguards are bu'lt into each franchise by
adoption of minimum franchise standards outlining uniform items that must
be included in the franchise and specific standards where necessary to in-
sure protection of the public interest. The state, in doing this, for ex-
ample, should require that public hearings be held for periodic rate reviews
and that there be no charges made for disconnecting service, as these would
insure an opportunity for public participation in the setting of rates and
permit the operation of an open market for cable. However, the state, fol-
lowing the example of the FCC, should not set the monthly subscription rates
as these are the product of the bargaining for services, type of system,
installation requirements, production facilities, etc. arrived at between
the franchising authority and the cable company. Any effort by the state
to 'nitially regulate these races will more than likely discourage experi-
mentation with many of the programming opportunities and services possible
on cable.

IV. Substantial technical information and assistance needed b local ublic offi-
cials either as they engage in the franchising process or in the subsequent
review of cable system performance and rates presently is not available from
any agency or public organization in this state. Likewise, the state lacks abod familiar with local cable develo ment that can effectivel s eak for
municipalities and the public to the FCC as it formulates rules, preempts areas
of regulation or grants waivers to cable companies.

A. Municipalities have limited technical information essential to their
effective participation in the franchising process and later review of
system performance and rates.

Most municipalities presently attempting to engage in the franchising pro-
cess must do so with only limited

technical knowledge about cable and with
few informational-resources at their disposal in this state. The result isthat they are likely to deal with cable TV companies from an inferior in-
formational basis. This may well lead to a cable system that has less ca-
pacity, fewer services and reduced program opportunities than would other-
wise be the case if the municipality had information more equal to thecable company.

A growing number of handbooks and publications on municipal franchising canbe of general assistance to local public officials. In addition, national
resource centers such as the Cable TeleviSion Information Service are like-ly to provide an increasing amount of useful information. However, theseresources are limited and not specifically applied to the requirements and
characteristics of the franchising area.

A few larger municipalities
-- Bloomington and St. Louis Park--have turned toconsultants for technical assistance in reviewing their proposed 'ordinancesand in evaluating cable company proposals. These consultants were employedonly near the end of the process, however, partly due to the cost of them.

While these communities found the consultants to be helpful, municipalities
may find it difficult to select a consultant that they are confident in, asmany of them advise cable companies at the same time they are advising muni-
cipalities. Finally, consultant assistance may be limited due to the costor simply not available to many communities either because they lack theresources or do not feel they should spend a considerable amount of moneyfor this purpose.
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The designation of larger franchise territories together with joint-use
franchising by municipalities within these is likely to increase the
possibility of pooling resources for thl.s purpose. There is no body or
agency in the state, however, to which municipalities can turn for this
type of assistance either initially or later....for a technical review
of their system or rf subscriber rate increases requested by the cable
company.

In the first years of cable, the issue of fair and reasonable rates is
not likely to be a significant problem as cable companies will try to keep
their rates as low as possible to attract subscribers. Expert technical
and rate analysis assistance, however, will be needed by municipalities
when a cable company requests an increase in its rates or whenever these
rates are reviewed to effectively determine whether they are justified.

B. The public--consumers and users of cable and municipalities--needs an
effective-designated spokesman that can deal with the federal government
on their experience with cable and on matters important to them.

The FCC has considerable power over table from preemption of regulation
by states and local franchising bodies, to its rulemaking and granting of
waivers.

The present policies of the FCC in many cases are only temporary, until
some experience is gained in working with them. The Commission has stated
they will continue to .L...,11ve and specifically has noted local experience
with them would be helpful to their further development. At the present
time, however, there is no one--apart from individual municipalities that
seldom appear before federal regulatory agenciesCharged with
acting as a spokesman for this purpose or to propose changes in
the rules desired by the state or franchise bodies
to permit higher quality cable systems. Similarly, there is no public
body designated to check on and represent the public when cable companies
request waivers from the FCC rules.

Neither the state nor local governments in Minnesota responded with com-
ments to the recent rules of the FCC. This should not happen again.
However, the development of an effective spokesman to the FCC will require
not only simple designation of an agency but also giving it the toolS to
keep abreast,of cable development in the state and the ability to assess
technological advances ip cable so that it will be able to speak know-
ledgeably.

We concluded that a state agency could best jerform both the roles of pro-
viding information and technical assistance to local franchising bodies
and acting as a spokesman for them and the public to the FCC.

Although municipalities might jointly be able to obtain assistance on their
own, and present their views to the FCC, they will have problems doing so
other than on an ad-hoc-infrequent basis. It is unlikely for example that
they will retain a permanent staff for these purposes. Consequently they_
will have difficulty in keeping up with both the evolution of FCC rules
and with developments in the cable field. Likewise they will lack an over-
view of local experience with cable beyond their own. The state, however,
has the resources to perform these. important functions-and has a larger
view of cable developments in a number of communities in the state which
it can relate to the FCC. Finally, a state agency is more likely to be
listened to by the FCC than a local unit of government.



V. The resent
co..letel inade uate. The do not 'rovide .otential users consumers and the
public with opportunities to know that cable is under consideration and to regis-
ter their views about the characteristics of the system, its design and layout,.
the terms and conditions of the franchise and the merits of the applications at
various points in the franchising process.

Municipalities, in Minnesota, unless they are required to follow more specific
procedures in a city charter, may issue a franchise under state law only with a
majority vote of the village council and subsequent publication in a legal news-
paper. Even a single public hearing is not required. Some communities such as
St. Louis Park and Bloomington have gone well beyond this to provide opportuni-ties to the public.

Many of the difficulties some municipalities have recently experienced in consi-
dering and granting a franchise and the controversies over cable, however, re-
sulted because of the lack of adequate procedures to make the process visible and
open to consultation with the public. Generally a series of identifiable stepshas also been missing.

rocedures municipalities must follow in awardin a franchise are

The FCC recognized the shortcomings of the existing state and local procedures by
adopting a set of their own. Franchising authorities must follow these before theFCC will grant a certificate of compliance. These procedures do not direct anyspecific steps but instead require a detailed statement from the franchising
authority to accompany the franchise showing that the authority considered in apublic proceeding the system operator's legal, character, financial, technicaland other qualifications, and the adequacy and feasibility of construction
arrangements. The FCC goes on to state:

"We expect that franchising authorities will publicly invite applications,
that all applications will be placed on public file, that notice of such
filings will be given, that where appropriate a public hearing will be'.
held to afford all interested persons an opportunity to testify on the
qualifications of the applicants, and that the franchising authority willissue a.public report setting forth the basis for its action."

Public officials, citizens, potential consumers and users would all greatly bene-fit if a set of minimum-uniform
cable franchising procedures were established bythe state. Such procedures should do the following: Identify a series of orderlysteps for all participants;

increase public confidence in the process by requiringit be open with information
to the public along the way and provide for specificopportunities for public comment; focus the discussion at various points such ason a set of written specifications

and standards for the cable system before ap-plications are taken; encourage competition between cable applicants; and obtaincomplete information necessary to evaluate their qualifications and proposals.

VI. Public_pmramming and experiments with cable will not develop unless this is en-couraged and production support made available to public aj,...oygenciescmmunitOra-

Ulr°ba----Y--------Bbla1""ne"ed""ulatethe acheduling of the reserved public channels.

The FCC has provided public agencies (local government and school), organizationsand individuala with the opportunity of experimenting with cable by requiringthree channels be reserved at no cost to these users for five years after a sys-tem begins operation. The reason for this is to open new outlets for localexpression, the promotion of diversity in television programming, the advance-ment of educational and instructional television, and increased informational



services of local governments. Even as the Commission made access available,
however, it recognized that their goal of creating a low-cost, nondiscriminatory
means of access cannot be attained unless members of the public have reasonable
production facilities available to them.

The major deterrent to the use of cable by the public for community programming

,ill be the cost of program production including the equipment, facilities and
the necessary production or support staff.

Some of the resources on the production side may be made available either from
the cable operator or existing public institutions with studios, cameras and
production staffs. Many schools, for example, already have audio-visual staffs,
some film material and production equipment that should enable them to produce
at least a limited number of programs on cable. Possibly, these resources might
also be made available at low cost to other public agencies or to community orga-
nizations. Similarly, the cable operator could be required in the franchise
agreement to carry shows produced with lower-cost one-half inch videotape equip-
ment, and encouraged or required to make a specific amount of production facili-
ties and equipment available to public users.

The initial franchising of cable by a number of municipalities in a few; designated
larger cable territories will also assist in making program production mere feasi-
ble as it will encourage a pooling of the resources and talent of municipalities
and schools and possibly of organizations with similar interests in a cable
tory.

The entire area of public programming at this time is highly experimental. It is
not clear what direction it will take or what types of programs might be seen ac
effective or useful. It is an area, however, which holds forth promise both to
the public as a communications vehicle and possibly a new way of delivering some
public services, to the viewers in increased Choice of programs and eventually
to the cable operator by increasing the market for cable.

We concluded that, in order for programming on the reserved public channels to
develop, some funding source must be found to begin to support it and an organi-
zation set up to propose possible uses, facilitate making facilities and equip-
ment available to all public users, handle complaints, and eventually to allocate
time for use on these channels, evaluate the programs, and make recommendations
to the franchising authority, the cable companies and the users for improvements
in the system and in programs.

Most users of the reserved channels will probably have to largely rely upon their
own ability to fund program production in the first years of cable. Possible
sources include: federal grants, foundations, and any general tax funds appro-
priated by school boards or city councils. One added source, however, which
could provide a limited amount of seed money would be a portion of the franchise
fee. This fee is indirectly collected from subscribers and will largely be used
to underwrite local monitoring of cable performance, the handling of complaints
and local regulation of the system. However, revenues from this fee could also
provide indirect subscriber support for public programs available on the three
local reserved channels and the fourth regional channel.

Municipalities as they move into the franchising process should begin to set up
the framework for handling the development and use of the reserved channels.
This is necessary as some provisiOns need to be built into the franchise with
respect to the cable operator's role in program production and the amount and use
of a portion of the franchise fee.
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VIII. The Legislature must take action uickly in 1973 to or anize the state for
the coming of cable. This requires assigning_ responsibility to
a state agency to determine cable service areas, to set standards for
interconnection and for franchises and ado tion of uniform .rocedures for
franchise granting by municipalities.

Only the Legislature can do the job that is needed in building the public
framework for cable development in this state. It is the only body with the
ability needed to cut across the pattern of historic boundaries that will
limit the potential coverage of cable. Only it can provide the tools needed
'3 bring cable systems together in part to develop the regional and special
interest programs and services important to the market of viewers and users
in the future and the safeguards needed to protect the public interest.

The opportunity to build the framework is at hand. Only a few cable fran-
chises have been granted in the metropolitan area. If the Legislature does
not act in 1973, it is likely by 1975 additional cable systems will develop
along the lines of the present patchwork process, making it even more diffi-
cult to go back without increased cost and difficulty to resolve problems
that will not go away.

We conclue4ed the Legislature should grant the authority to resolve these prob-
lems of area coverage, interconnection, and franchise standards to a new
state agency, as cable is a new area . . . with new issues . . . and re-
quires immediate attention by a body familiar with it.

IX. The Governor's leadership is essential if cable TV is to become a high prior-
ity item early in the coming session of the Legislature.

The subject of cable TV will be new to the Legislature. Because of this, the
urgency to act may hot be recognized. Consequently, if a set of ground rules
are to be developed, the Legislature must have a proposal presented to them
which calls for their attention and action in this session. The Governor
can . . . and we believe should . . . do this.

We suggest the Governor include a proposal on cable ''V in his program.
His office can go to work immediately drawing upon the work-of the Metro-
politan'Council . . . which is headed by an appointee of the Governor . . .

the discussion under way at his direction in the Public Service Department
. . . and proposals already made by various organizations.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

I. We recommend the Governor develop and present a proposal to the 1973 Legislature
in a message calling for immediate action on many major issues important to the
development of cable TV. The proposal should include features that insure:

* Interconnection of cable TV systems in urban areas.

* Complete coverage by cable TV systems of the built-up portions of urban
areas.

* Adequate protection of public interests and opportunities for public parti-
cipation in the drafting and awarding of franchises by municipalities.

* Support for public programming production on cable.

II. We recommend the 1973 Legislature in response to the Governor's message act to
modify present public policies on the development of cable TV to insure that- -
as cable systems are developed--they are able to achieve their full 'potential
with adequate protection of public interests.

More upecifically, we recommend:

A. The Legislature create a new state a ono" to develo and car out the
mound rules by which cable TV will develop in Minnesota.

1. We recommend a new state agency be created. If this is not possible,
then the Public Service Commission (PSC) should be designated . . . and
advised by a 15-member committee appointed by the Governor in drafting
standards. The state agency should be assisted by a limited-new cable
TV staff.

2. The new state agency should be authorized to perform the following func-
tions with regard to these issues:

a. Interconnection

1) Adopt minimum standards for the interconnection of cable systems
in urban areas to be incorporated in all franchises including

specified signal performance standards and the reservation for
public use of a regionally designated channel that must be inter-
connected on all cable systems.

2) Petition and advocate the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
amend its rules or grant a waiver to permit the reservation of a
uniformly designated fourth channel for public use on all cable
systems in the Twin Cities area once there are two or more sys-
tems in operation. This is needed to develop the regional pro-
gramming dimension of cable TV and to guarantee interconnection
is accomplished. The state agency should also be authorized to
designate an organisation to be responsible for developing and
adopting rules on the allocation of time and users of the re-
served regional channel.



Proposals for changes in FCC rules based on experience with them
in this state should also be subsequently prepared and presented
by the agency acting as a spokesman for the state--its residents
and municipalities.

b. cable coverage -- Adopt a set of minimum standards for the size of
cable territories within which a franchise may be awarded by munici-
palities; approve, modify, or reject boundaries for specific terri-
tories proposed by municipalities and cable companies; expand bound-
aries to extend service upon petition by adjoining municipalities
meeting state standards; to change the boundaries of the territory
or award the franchise in accordance with provisions agreed upon by
75% of the weighted vote of municipalities in the cable territory
upon petition by any municipality in a multi- municipal territory
where efforts over a reasonable period of time fail to obtain a
joint agreement.

The advice and comment of the Metropolitan Council and other regional
planning organizations should be solicited in the drafting of stan-
dards for cable coverage and interconnection and in review of all
proposals for cable territories.

c. Minimum franchise standards -- Adopt a set of minimum standard pro-
visions covering a number of specified items that must be included
in all franchises to insure adequate protection of consumers, users
and municipalities; provide municipalities with legal, technical and
planning advice and certify each franchise to determine whether it
is consistent with state standards. A copy of each franchise should
be sent to the appropriate regional planning organization before
state certification.

These standards should apply to' any franchised system which has not
undertaken substantial construction or received an FCC certificate
by December 31, 1972, and to franchises coming up for renewal after
that date.

d. Support for public programming. Encourage municipalities with plan-
ning, technical and legal advice to obtain support for public pro-
gramming in the franchise agreement and encourage municipalities to
set the franchise fee at the maximum of 5% allowed by the FCC. The
state agency should further request approval by the FCC of franchise
fees that set aside revenues in a public cablecasting fund beyond
the regular 32 permitted by the FCr for local regulation.

B. The Legislature amend the municipal code by adoption of a set of uniform
procedures for the granting of cable franchises which do the following:

* Insure communities develop Apecifitations for their cable systems and
the franchise that set forth the local programming requirements and
the. desired. advanced services before inviting table applications.

* Insure visible opportunities for public comment and discussion at many
key points in the franchising process.

All steps in the franchising process Should be open to the public with
appropriate notice. (Suggested procedure' are outlined on pages 43-44.)



III. We recommend the Metropolitan Council:

* Propose to the state agency the standards for cable coverage and inter-

connection appropriate for the Twin Cities area.

A similar role may be appropriate for regional councils in other parts of

the state.

* Present to the state agency its comments on the proposals--made either by

the cable companies or the municipalities--for the designation of cable

service territories within the metropolitan area.

(Our recommendation that the state agency provide for review and comment

by the Metropolitan Council appears above in section b on cable coverage.)

* Present to the state agency, before state certification, its comments on

all franch0a granted by municipalities within the Twin Cities area.

(Our recommendation that a copy of each franchise be sent to the Metropoli-

tan Council, at the same time the franchise is sent forward to the state

agency, appears above in section c on minimum franchise standards.)

IV. We recommend municipalities in discharging their basic responsibilities for the

installation of cable TV seek production support for public programming, set up
a mechanism to be concerned with the development of this programming and the

monitoring of cable company performance, and award the cable TV franchise.

More specifically, we recommend municipalities:

A. Negotiate a franchise producing programming support from the cable operator
and sufficient funds from the franchise fee to reserve a portion of them for

public programming on the reserved local channels.

Municipalities should obtain part of the support essential for underwriting
public programming in their negotiations two ways:

* Seek to obtain in the cable franchise a specified amount of production
assistance in facilities, equipment and staff support from the cable

operator.

* 'Seek to set the franchise fee at the 5% maximum allowed by the FCC with
at least 40% of this to be segregated in a public cablecasting fund to
be used in accordance with the yearly budget recommendations of the
local cable TV advisory committee.

B. /ncorporate meaningful public participation in the franchising process and

establish a local cable TV advisory committee when the franchise is awarded
to assist in the subsequent development of_public programming and to monitor

the performance of the cable operator. --

Efforts should be made to inform possible users and the public about cable--

its,potential, uses and importance. Opportunities to solicit their views

should be made available before specifications are developed. Likewise,

public comment and discussion should be solicited in public hearings after
specifications are developed, and in a review of the, applications for a
cable system with further_pUblic notice of why a particular company was

selected after a winner is announced.



The local cable TV committee should be appointed by the franchising body.
It should consist of representatives of municipalities, school districts,
organizations and citizens who have an interest in the development and use
of cable. A majority of the members should represent the public at-large
rather than governmental agencies and special interests.

Responsibilities and duties of this local group would be to develop proposals
for possible uses and programs on the local reserved channels, to handle
problems that arise in the utilization of these channels and propose rules
governing their use, to monitor the performance of the cable system and to
handle complaints. They should also periodically make recommendations for
changes to the cable franchise- -such as the addition of two-way services,
increased public programming support, or rate changes, when rates are re-
viewed, the franchise reopened, and at its expiration.

C. Grant a franchise--either singly or jointly as appropriate in a state-
approved cable territory - -in accordance with state procedures meeting or
exceeding state and federal standards. In cable territories with two or
more municipalities, franchise-granting should be handled as follows:

1. Each of the municipalities would adopt resolutions establishing a joint
powers board consisting of two representatives from each municipality
with the vote of each member weighted on :le basis of the population
of each municipality. This board should be granted the ?ower to draw
up the specifications for a cable system, the contents of a request for
cable proposals, notify the public and conduct hearings, review applica-
tions and select the cable company. Each municipality should then ap-
prove the same franchise, and jointly establish the local cable TV ad-
visory committee.

2. If the municipalities are unable to agree within a reasonable period of
time (possibly one year), any one of them may petition the state agency
for a change in the boundaries of the franchise territory to permit those
in agreement to award the franchise or request the state agency grant
the franchise in accordance with those provisions agreed upon by 75Z of
the weighted vote of municipalities in the cable territory.

V. We recommend the state agency, in establishing its standards, specifically con-
sider and adopt the following:

A. Cable service territory -- Stawards containing minimum criteria for the
territory within which a cable system may be franchised.

Based on our knowledge, we suggest each cable service territory in the Twin
Cities area include a minimum specified number of 'dwelling units with an
average density of not less than a specified number of dwelling units per
mile to provide cable service in the built-up portions of the metropolitan
area. The boundaries of a territory shouldrfollow the outer edge of adjoin-
ing municipalities with similar interests, without dividing any municipality.
It should encompass entire school districts if possible. Where this is not
feasible, provision should be made to interconnect cable systems and design
the serving trunklines to permit the programs of each school district con-
tained in mote than)one cable territory to reach all of the schools and
residents of their district.
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The standard for a service territory could require, for example, a
minimum of 20,000 dwelling units with an average density of not less
than 50 dwelling units per square mile. This standard would result in
designation of 11-13 cable territories for the Twin Cities area cover-
ing 36-57 municipalities with 82-887. of the total houLaolds in the
metropolitan area. The number of municipalities within a cable terri-
tory would vary from 1 to 10.

The specific areas within a territory to be served by the initial installa-tion of a cable system should be left to the municipalities.

Sparsely settled portions of a cable territory with fewer than 20-30
households per mile, for example, could be treated differently from the
more densely populated area by exempting the cable companies from the
necessity of installing a cable in these sparsely settled areas and
requiring payment of a higher installation fee by those persons who are
more than 660 feet from the end of the network required initially in
the franchise.

Very large designated cable territories--for example, those with an excessof 60,000 dwelling units--should be able to determine how to divide their
territory into cable franchise areas. The two central cities (Minneapolisand St. Paul) might well divide their territory and award two or more fran-
chises to serve different portions of their total territory.

B. Attachment to service territories -- Municipalities adjoining an authorized
cable service territory may petition the state to extend service from an
existing system in accordance with state standards on the number and densityof housing units.

C. Design and layout of cable systems to serve sub-areas, or communities within
cable territories -- Municipalities shall identify local planning communi-ties or, where there are three or more municipalities or school districtsin a cable territory, the boundaries of individual municipalities and theportions of school districts which serve their residents for the purposes
of directing unique signals for local community programming. They mustthen demonstrate upon request for state certification how these sub-areas
are provided for in the design and layout of the cable trunkline system andthe use of cable for point-to-point communication. In Minneapolis and St.Paul, for example, there are approximately ten communities identified incity plans. The design and layout of the trunklinee should make it possibleto direct signals for programs unique to these communities.



D. Interconnection -- When two or more cable systems are in operation in the

metropolitan area, each cable system shall be interconnected with all others

in the region to permit, at specified signal performance standards, the

simultaneous carriage of public programs originating from any cable terri-

tory on a uniformly designated reserved channel.

This standard would require teat each cable system have the technical capa-

bility of both receiving and sending programs from other systems in the area

for the purpose of enabling public programs on a fourth reserved channel and

for development of private leased services to reach general and specialized

audiences throughout the region.

E. Franchise provisions -- Every contract entered into by municipalities and a

cable company shall contain provisions on the following items and shall meet

the minimum standards set forth by the FCC or the state as follows:

1. Number of cables.

2. Channel capacity of each cable and allocation of channels for different

uses (one each for local government, educution,,public access and

regional public use) and one for local programming originated by the

franchise.

3. Minimum technical standards on signal strength at any point in the

system. FCC standards, as a minimum, should be incorporated by refer-

ence.

4. Two-way capability of the cable system and provision for monitoring

only with the specific written authorization of the subscribers.

5. Length of franchise.

6. Length of residential subscriber contracts; not to exceed 30 days.

7. Rates. Maximum rates to be specified for connection charges, monthly

subscriber rates and special rates for production support, including:

a. Connection charges:

1) Initial connection charge for the first set.

2) Additional installations at the same location.

3) Disconnection service which shall be free.

4) Re-connection charges.

5) Relocating service within a home.

6) If any, to specified governmental agencies.
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b. Monthly rates:

1) Initial receiver.
2) Each additional receiver.
3) Deposits.
4) If any, to specified governmental agencies.

c. Charges or monthly fees for converters on TV sets and other auxi-
liary subscriber equipment.

d. Charges for production support, equipment rental and any other
charges to users.

8. Periodic rate review and approval; a public hearing must be held.

9. Production facilities and staff support. Minimum specifications for
table system studios, mobile units, cameras and production facilities
to be provided and type of videotape the cable system must handle for
users of the reserved channels shall be set out in the franchise.

10. Franchise fees and frequency of payment. . A fee of 3Z of gross sub-
scriber and pay TV revenues may be charged for a franchise fee. An
additional 2% may be charged if it is designated for a separate origi-
nation cablecasting fund used to produce programs on reserved public
channels.

11. Cable installation. A project map showing aerial and underground con-
struction, street or backlot routing and street repair requirements.

12. Performance bond and deadlines for construction of systems. Period of
time from certification by the FCC to beginning and end of construction
and beginning service to subscriber.
The percentage of energized feeder cable to be installed each year
should also be specified.

13. Service requirements. Period of time allowed from report of normal
trouble and repairs to cable system, restoration of service following
natural catastrophies 9 and the hours repairmen must be available.

14. Re-opener clause. Either the municipality or the cable company may
have the right to amend the conditions of the franchise either upon 90-
day notification, annually at some stated date or after a specified num-
ber of years.The procedure for amending the franchise should be expli-
citly stated, and provide for prior notification to the franchisee and
a public hearing. The power to amend should specifically include:

a. Rates.
b. Schedules of system installation and extension of service.
c. Number of channels the system must carry.
d. Number of channels set aside for specified purposes.
e. Performance standards.
f. Two away capability.
g. Types of services to be provided by franchisee.



15. Penalties for non-performance. These should include fines, together
with procedures for determining when they may be imposed.

16. Cancellation or revocation. Franchise must specify the condition under
which a franchisee voids thy; franchise through non-compliance or inac-
tion, and the procedure that will be used to notify the company and the
state that the franchise is being cancelled.

17. Transfer of right and assignment. The franchise should prohibit the
franchisee from assigning or transferring ownership or significant con-
trol (more than 10%) of the company or the cable system without written
approval from _he municipalities and the state. The franchisee shall
continually keep on file with the franchiser and the state a current
list of its shareholders holding 10% or more of its outstanding stock
and officers with their current addresses. In the event a transfer of
franchise is approved, the rate base shall not include good will or
non-tangible items (value of the franchise) in re-opening the franchise
for the purpose of a rate change.

18. Municipal purchase. After notification, a municipality or municipali-
ties in a franchise territory may purchase a system at fair market
value of capital improvements and structures excluding good will and
other non-tangible items at the end of the franchise period and operate
it with approval of the state.

19. Access to books. A municipality and the state shall, through designated
officials or departments,.have the right of access to and inspection of
all books, records and accounts of the cable company.

20. Filing of communications with regulatory agencies. Copies of all peti-
tions, applications and communications submitted by the franchisee to
the FCC, the state or the municipalities shall be filed with the state
and the municipalities.
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DISCWISION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

PART I - GENERAL DISCUSSION

1. What are these recommendations intended to accomplish?

We believe our recommendations, taken as a whole, will result in four significant
improvements. These include:

A. A clear public framework will be established within which cable TV can deve-
12214/expand its market of subscribers and users. It will provide increased
opportunities for the production of a wide variety of programs to general and
specialized audiences within both local geographic communities and the entire
Twin Cities region.

Our proposals for state designation of cable franchise territories to cover
the built-up urban area and standards for interconnection, design and laydut
of cable systems, we believe, will enable cable to reach an increased number
of residents and better develop its program and service potential.

B. Adesuate o ortunit for ublic comment throu hout the franchisin rocess
will be assured to ether with sufficient information and rotection for sub-
!sr/hem users, and franchising authorities in the process of leadinato
the granting of a franchise.

The uniform franchising procedures we propose are intended to set forth a
series of visible steps and opportunities for public discussion at key points
as communities move through the process of granting a franchiae. Minimum
state standards for franchises, together with state certification of fran-
chises, we believe, should guarantee uniform protection of the public inter-
est of subscribers andonunicipalities and significant consideration of a num-
ber of important issues as franchises are developed. The technical and legal
advice we recommend the state offer municipalities should assist them in do-
ing an adequata job developing their franchise and, in selecting an operator.

C. A s ukesman for the 'ublic at lar e users consumers and the .ublic officials
will be provided to the FCC in its formulation of rules and the granting nc.
waivers such as.the authority for a reserved regional channel.

The state agency, with a new cable staff and the responsibilities
we recommend, can become a focal point of information about cable--its tech-
nological development and the experience with it in the entire state. As
such, it can make a valuable contribution to both municipalities in their
efforts at franchise-drafting and later review of cable performance and rates
as well as to the FCC as an advocate for the public and for franchising
authorities in the further evolution of federal rules.

D. The public programming opportunities offered by cable will be encouraged- -both within local geographic areas and the resin.

Our recommendations for allocation of a portion of the franchise fee and for
creation or designation of citizen cable TV bodies will facilitate program
production by public agencies and comeunity organizations.



The citizen groups, we contemplate, will initially be concerned with the
problems of program production and the use made of the four reserved chan-
nels. However, their continuing involvement in cable within each territory
can also provide a place where a number of issues likely to arise after
cable TV is operating can be identified and either resolved or passed on
with recommendations to the appropriate bodies for resolution.

Some of the issues that may arise as cable develops include: Rules govern-
ing the scheduling and use of reserved channels, provision of cable service
to people with low incomes, determining when an increase in the number of
reserved channels is needed, charges for the leasing of channels by public
agencies, and a determination about whether the cable operator is performing
in accordance with the contract and whether it is keeping abreast of advanc-
ing technology just prior to the review of subscriber rates or the reopening
of the franchise.

2. Is the reconnended multi -level approach to the regulation of cable TV necessary?

In our discussion of the problems with the current public process of cable deve-
lopment, we were inescapably led to the conclusion that a third level of regula-,
tion--the State--is needed.

The present system of dual regulation by the FCC through its national rules and
the regulation by individual municipalities in their franchises has a number of
deficiencies which cannot be remedied. The dual federal-municipal approach is
most inadequate within large urban areas with a number of municipalities of dif-
ferent sizes. Individual municipal franchising, in these areas, simply results
in a highly fragmented pattern of cable development and a network of cable sys-
tems which are not linked together and therefore cannot serve the regional and
special interest programming dimension possible within these larger urban areas.
A number of municipalities in the metropolitan area will not receive cable and
as a consequence the possible market for cable will be limited and a number of
potential users denied the opportunities of cable communication. Finally, expe-
rience with the individual municipal franchising approach presents a very mixed
picture in providing adequate opportunities for thorough consideration of what
cable can do for a community and the degree of protection it offers subscribers,
users, and the public.

We considered but rejected the municipal-voluntary joint agreement approach to
the franchising of cable in urban areas as one way of alleviating many of the
problems resulting from individual municipal franchising. This approach, by
itself, would eliminate some of the service area gaps from small communities not
receiving cable in the built-up portions of metropolitan areas. In addition, it
would enable a pooling of resources and talent both for programming and for ob-
taining information needed by local units of government as they enter into the'
process of granting a cable contract and subsequently analyze the subscriber and
user rates. The joining together of municipalities for the purpose of franchis-
ing woulI also result in a possible reductionin the total number of cable sys-
tems within the metropolitan area, thereby easing the problems of interconnection.
The vastest strength in this approach is that it would maintain the best feature
of the individual municipal approach- -the tailoring, of a cable system to serve
local residents and the local programming dimension of cable. It is entirely
possible that municipalities would not be too interested in developing local
programming opportunities if they are not involved from the beginning in deter-
mining what kind of a system they desire. The major shortcoming of this approach,
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however, is the considerable uncertainty about whether it would succeed by itself
in discouraging individual municipal franchising. Our conclusion, based on past
experience with voluntary joint use agreements, was that they might be developed in
a few places but could not be relied upon to encompass all built -up, communities in
the metropolitan area. Finally, this approach would not insure concern for regional
interconnection or provide a mechanism for achieving it.

We looked at several other alternative local units of :overnment that might better
be able to handle the development of cable TV in serving the local and regional mar-
kets but found them inadequate. They included:

Counties -- Franchising by counties instead of municipalities would minimize
the program delivery problems resulting from overlapping boundaries of school
districts and municipalities. This approach could also eliminate the problems
of service area gaps to the extent each county issues one or more franchises to
cover the major urbanized portions of it. The resources and talent that could
be gathered both to obtain technical assistance and for effective use of re-
served channels would be significantly increased over what is possible under
the individual municipal approach Finally, interconnection dii=iculties would
diminish as counties would probably require cable systems be interconnected
within their territory, leaving only the remaining problem of interconnecting
the five or six franchising units in the metropolitan area.

We concluded. that counties would not be appropriate units to grant franchises
instead of municipalities, since their size and interest would not necessarily
result in emphasizing the local community programming aspects of cable or achiev-
ing the regional ones., Cable systems, contracted for by counties are less likely
to be tailored to serve the various local geographic communities than those de-
veloped by municipalities and will not necessarily be interconnected to achieve
the regional programming possil".1 with cable.

School Districts -- FranChising by school districts would insure that one of
the local community programming possibilities of cable could be met. Since
school districts typically cover an area encompassing a number of municipali-
ties, franchising by them would increase the possibility of cable service cover-
ing all of the built-up portions of the metropolitan area. The irregular boun-
daries of many suburban school districts, however, would_pose_problems for the
installation of cable systems and tend to diminish other o .ortunities a art
from education for local comnni1)j.tyAnogramming, Finale franchising by school
districts would add another general responsibility to this special-purpose or-
ganization and would not assure tying together of the regional market.

Metropolitan Council -- A single franchise or even a number of them granted by
the Council in the metropolitan area would eliminate many of the problems with
individual municipal franchising, would insure the interconnection of all cable
systems in the region, and aid development of the regional programming dimension.
A single franchise might be easier to handle but such a system would be too
large to insure local programming development. Also, there are few operators
with the capital resources to handle the entire area: We concluded, however,
that this approach would be acclislattliesubstantial risk of losing
the local ro rammin ossibilities cable TV offers - o ortunities we felt
municipalities soul better develop. We agreed with the FCC that cable TV needs
experimentation with a variety of systems and many operators in a number of lo-
calities to develop much of its potential. Finally, we note the Council has a
full agenda in completing work.on a number of issues which would limit its
ability to handle cable franchising.
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State Franchising -- The state, it was noted, presently regulates and awards
territories for banks and trucking routes. Similarly, it was suggested the
state might also grant the franchises after receiving the comments of affected
municipalities and school districts. Regional interconnection, it was noted,
could be insured if this was required by the state. We concluded, however,
that state franchising was not an attractive alternative as it would eliminate
the ability of local areas to determine the specifications for cable systems
that would serve them and would probably result in the loss of the local com-
munity progrmmning_dimensions of cable. Finally, in the absence of a compel-
ling reason for change from the basic pattern of municipal franchising to one
of state franchising, we opted for continuing with municipal franchising as
modified b) joint agreements where necessary.

We concluded that a third level of regulation is necessary to establish standards
within which local decisions aboat granting a franchise could be made. These
standards -- the size of a cable franchise territory, interconnection of cable
systems within a region, the procedures for granting a franchise, and minimum
requirements in franchises -- could better be set by the state than by the fed-
eral government or by regional organizations of government. States presently
have the power to set standards and to a great degree are already engaged in
this activity in areas such as pollution control, education, and many aspects of
commerce.

3. Is there a case on the merits for having franchising done by municipalities?

Yes. Cable TV offers many new opportunities for local geographic programming
presently not available by other communication systems. Over-the-air broadcast TV,
for example, presently operates as a regional - not a local system. Similarly,
daily newspapers largely provide regional coverage of news with limited space
devoted to local events. Cable, however, has the potential for building around
local events and community, educational, cultural, religious and athletic activi-
ties. These include local high school games, plays and discussions on problems
or proposed programs in the community. We concluded municipalities would better
support and encourage development of this programming dimension of cable than
other units of government. Their interest in doing this would be increased if
trey must consult with possible local users and their residents in determining
the specifications for their system and are then able to award the franchise for
their area.

Many choices must be made in developing the specifications for the franchise.
Most of these decisions are lodal in character. They can effectively tailor the
system in its design and layout to permit unique programming to sub-areas or
communities within a municipality. Others can match the desire to develop local
programming with the support necessary to produce them. A municipality, for
example, might well decide to allow somewhat higher subscriber rates in return
for a fine-grain layout of trunklines, significant production cupport for public
programming, free cable connection to public buildings, or underground installa-
tion. These decisions should be left with municipalities simply to encourage
experimentation with different aspects of cable and to encourage development of
the local programming dimension.

Concern for the regional programming dimension of cable and for special-limited
interest programs that require a large number of viewers can be, met without re-
moving the franchising from municipalities. Moat importantly, this can be accom-
plished by simply reqUiring interconnection and by our, recommendation for a re-
gional reserved channel. It does not require a single franchise for the metro-
politan area.



4. Will joint-agreement franchising in multiple municipal cable territories work?

We believ. it will -- even though past experience with this approach indicates
it is a difficult route to take. Cable is a new service in contrast with others
municipalities have attempted to jointly agree upon. As such, it has two incen-
tives which are likely to encourage municipalities to get together:

* Cable operators who have an interest as a third party are likely to work
in getting municipalities to agree on a joint franchise.

* Municipalities in an approved cable territory know that the state expects
a franchise-to cover the territory. It will be difficult for a single
large community to gain state certification of a franchise if it goes it
alone. Similarly, small communities can hold out only at the risk they
might be subsequently deleted from the cable territory by the state agency
and thereby lose the opportunity for receiving cable service. Municipali-
ties are further encouraged to make as much progress as possible in settl-

ing differences about the specifications for the franchise and in select-
ing the cable company as the state agency is required to use these agree-
ments where they exist as the basis for awarding a franchise in the event
the joint agreement approach fails before a franchise is granted.

5. Why should the State--not the Metropolitan Councilregulate cable franchising
in the Twin Cities area?

There is a need for uniform minimum standards in franchises -- particularly those
protecting users, consumers and municipalities throughout the state. Although
much of the current activity toward franchising is observed in the Twin Cities
area, it is also under consideration by a number of outstate communities such as
Owatonna, Waseca, Windom and Worthington.

Many of the 42 outstate municipalities that have cable systems operating can also
use assistance in improving their franchises as they expire or in their periodic
analysis of rates . . two issues municipalities in the Twin Cities area will
also eventually face. Many of these franchises will become subject to FCC rules
in the next 5 years. Further, approximately 9 of these franchises granted in
the late 1950's will expire in the next 5 years. Some changes in the services
of these cable systems might well be considered at this time.

The major issues of regional significance--interconnection and coverage--can be
handled by regional planning organizations advising the state agency as it sets
standards for them and decides upon the cable franchise territories.

The work necessary to develop recommendations in these areas will require some
time from the Council. However, this is considerably less than what would be
needed in time and staff for the standard-setting, franchise and rate assistance
we view as needed. This function can better be performed within a singlr state
agency rather than a number of regional planning organizations -- some of which
are just beginning to develop;

0
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6. What role would the Metropolitan Council and other regional organizations have
in the federal-state-municipal regulation of cable TV?

We recommend a significant role for the Metropolitan Council and other regional
organizations of government. This would include advising the state agency on
the following:

* Proposals on standards for the cable franchise territories. The informa-
tion collected by the Council on the size, density, and characteristics of
communities in the metropolitan area will be needed and helpful to the
state in developing its standards for cable territories.

* Proposals on standards for interconnection.

* Comment on all cable franchise territories proposed by municipalities or
cable companies.

* Comment on all franchises granted by municipalities before state certifi-
cation.

We believe the Council and other regional organizations can be of great assist-
ance to the state agency in the same manner they advise the Minnesota Municipal
Commission. They should take the initiative in presenting taelr views on stan-
dards and proposed cable territories or be specifically requested to do this by
the state agency. Finally, they should have the opportunity to review and com-
ment on all franchises by receiving a copy at the time they are submitted to the
state agency. The state agency should allow sufficient time for this review be-
fore it acts to certify the franchises.

7. How long will the recommended process take?

After the Legislature acts, we estimate it would take six months to a year for
the state agency to adopt standards and to approve the cable territories. We
believe this amount of time is reasonable given the significant improvements
possible with these two steps. It need not actually delay the granting of fran-
chises for many communities. Tilt state agency should quickly determine the
standards for franchise territories so that discussions under way in the central
cities and in joint meetings between a number of suburbs can continue to be di-
rected to developing specificrxions for their cable systems.

Although our recommendattons may delay the actual awarding of franchises for a
short time, we are not calling for a moratorium on cable franchising to study
it. This step was proposed in the 1971 session and. passed in New York and New
Jersey. Such a etep would only further increase the time before franchises could
be granted. Rather, our recommendations call for action in 1973 with only a
short period after this to set up the state agency and for adoption of needed
ground rules for cable TV development.
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DISCUSSION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

PART II - DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS

II-A-1 The State Agency

1. Why is a new state agency for cable TV recommended?

Cable TV is so new and at this stage different from other services that it
requires immediate attention from a new agency. This agency should be di-
rected by a hearing board made up of people who are interested in, and have
some familiarity with, cable TV. Some of them should also have familiarity
with possible use of cable TV by the public and the franchising process as
viewed by municipalities, regional planning organizations, and the cable
companies. A limited new staff must also be assembled.

We found that none of the existing state agencies are presently equipped or
organized to perform the recommended functions. As a consequence, we con-
cluded it probably would not take more time to set up a new agency than to
integrate cable TV into an existing agency. Adding responsibility for cable
to an existing agency would require familiarizing board members with it, and
overcoming problems in introducing a new staff into an existing department.

The Public Service Commission (PSC) came closer than any existing agency to
having the attributes we were looking for in the state agency. The semi-
judicial function it performs, however, together with the possible emphasis
on rate regulation (which is not what's needed now) persuaded us to recom-
mend creation of a new state agency.

If a new agency and board is not possible, we recommend the Legislature de-
signate the PSC as the state agency, and that it be initially advised as it
drafts standards by a 15-member committee appointed by the Governor. We
concluded this committee would be helpful to the Commission in gaining fami-
liarity and competence in dealing with issues likely to arise in the setting
of standards, and enable the Commission to graduilly phase cable into their
functions.

It is possible, after a number of years under a separate agency, that the
state responsibility for cable could be transferred to the PSC, particular-
ly as issues begin to arise on the amount of subscriber rates.

2. How oan the state regulatory ftinction be funded?

We suggest the state assess cable system operators .5Z of their gross oper-
ating tevenues -- the same fee assessed by the FCC. Although a modest
start-up appropriation will be needed, the state might be subsequently re-
paid as revenues are generated from new systems.
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II-A-2 Interconnection and the reserved regional channel

1. How would reservation of a channel for regional public use achieve inter-
connection?

The interconnection of cable systems is a necessary step for the operation
of this reserved public channel. As a basic element in the public frame-
work for cable system development, requirement of this channel would be a
catalyst for and demonstrate the interconnection of cable systems -- a
feature necessary for many of the future services that may be developed by
the private market.

We propose standards be adopted by the state for interconnection and reser-
vation of this fourth public channel and that these be made a part of each
franchise in large urban areas.

The minimum state standards, for example, might require interconnection of
cable systems to provide for a regional public channel at a specified uni-
form channel location on the dial to be operated above a specified signal
quality when two or more cable systems are operating within the metropoli-
tan area.

In the event a cable company does not comply with these requirements, it
should be treated as it would for non-compliance with other provisions of
its franchise -- i.e., a demand for payment of the performance bond, fines
or revocation of the franchise.

2. Isn't the FCC reservation of three channels sufficient for public use?

The present FCC rules largely ignore one of the major dimensions of life
within metropolitan areas and a major potential source of programs --
namely, those activities which are organized around special interests
plus those that encompass audiences in a large portion of the urban area.

The three channels the FCC requires be reserved at no cost to users in
all new cable systems are primarily intended to serve local governmental
and educational institutions and organizations or individuals (public
access channel) that live within the limited territory served by each
cable system. Although it is possible local officials could make these
channels available to agencies or organizations which serve an audience
that extends beyond their boundaries,' they would not be inclined to do
so if there is sufficient demand for this time from local users,



The single distinctive feature of these regional programs is that viewer interest
in them extends beyond the immediate area served by one cable system to the entire
region. The programs on this channel may originate from within any cable system.
Some may be produced in downtown Minneapolis or St. Paul or at the University,
while others may originate in any of a number of suburbs. They might consist of
athletiz events, cultural activities, news stories, public hearings, college or
technical classes, etc. These regional-type programs should not have to compete
for time or channel space with local programs, nor should local programs be
crowded off the cable to provide room for these special interest or regional
features.

One area,,for example, where a conflict between different types of programs
might first become apparent will be in the competition between educational in-
stitutions for the use of cable. A local educational channel might be primarily
reserved foruse by the local school district. If this school district begins
to use cable either to supplement in-school instruction, to substitute home in-
struction for in-school for shut-ins or even for regular students, it will likely
make extensive use of cable during the school day. Additional programs for par-
ents, basic adult education, language instruction, or community programs might
well move into the evening hours. Similar efforts by higher educational insti-
tutions to comparably use cable will only collide with the time used by the local
school districts, with the result that either some of the local district programs
or those of the higher educational institutions will be displaced.

3. Who would use the regionally designated channel?

We contemplate the regional channel would be broadly reserved to various users
at no cost for up to five years, similar to the reservation by the FCC of local
public channels. The users could include: Higher educational institutions
(University, Metropolitan State College, Junior Colleges, Technical-Vocational
Schools), churches, various specialized organizations (League of Women Voters,
cultural or athletic clubs), and governmental agencies (county, regional or
state). The purpose of this channel would be the same as the local reserved
channels in providing potential regional users with the opportunity to experiment
with cable and in providing the public with information and services.

Is a single channel sufficient?

Some agencies or organizations might determine cable is of considerable value in
the delivery of their service and will choose to lease one or more channels. It
is also possible the demand for time on this channel could increase to the point
that an additional channel would be needed. When this occurs, we suggest the
rules presently applied by the FCC on the expansion of channels be used to expand
the number of regional channels (N + 1 rule - when a channel is used 80% of the
weekday time during any 3-hour period for 6 weeks running, the system will have
6 months in which to make a new channel available).

4. Who would be responsible for allocating programs and time on this regional
public channel?

We recommend the state agency designate an organization to be responsible for
administration of this channel, including the development and adoption of rules
on the allocation of time and the use of the regional channel, handle complaints,
and develop proposals for possible programs and uses for it. This organization
could well be a non-profit one such as KTCA or an advisory body to the Metro-
politan Council, The members should be broadly representative of the public



with an interest in the development and use of cable. Its membership should
also consist of some persons who are familiar with the various potential users,
such as public institutions and organizations and with the cable companies in
this region.

5. How would administration and development of the regional channel be funded?

We suggest the limited staff necessary for this activity be funded from modest
fees charged the users of this channel and from a limited portion of the public
cablecasting funds of each cable territory.

II-A-2 Cable service territories

1. Will the proposed cable service territories cover all municipalities in the
7-county metropolitan area?

No. Many municipalities in the metropolitan area, especially communities on
the periphery, lack the density or the number of housing units to make cable
service economically viable. Only municipalities which are heavily developed,
or those undergoing rapid development, are likely to be included in the initial
cable territories. If the state initially includes municipalities with very
low densities or only a few clusters of developed area in a cable territory, it
is possible the cable companies will not even make the effort to bid for a fran-
chise. As cable systems develop and become economically viable, however, the
state agency should move, upon request, to extend service to municipalities ad-
joining existing franchise territories. This would be comparable to the expan-
sion of the free-dialing telephone zone in the past few years.

II-A-2 Public programming

1. Row do you get public service on TV?

The "public" as a national policy will have its own channels on cable. These
consist of a minimum of three channels that will be made available at no cost
for up to five years to local governmental, educational and general public uses.

We recommend an additional channel also be made available for regional public
uses.

Space for the public to use cable was made available by the FCC, due in part to
the substantial channel capacity of cable. Initially, many of these will not
be used, and it was therefore possible to reserve a portion of them with little
out-of-pocket expense to cable companies. In contrast, space in newspapers and
time on radio and TV is too valuable to owners to make them available for ade-
quate public use.

The public service Rossibilitiee,on cable are one of its greatest potentials.
The major question, however, is what is going to be done with it?

The largest obstacle to development:of public uses of cable will be obtaining
the necessary support and funding needed for program production.

Some governmental agencies, such as school districts and higher educational
institutions, already have some of the resources necessary and a may to begin
development of the programs.
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It is important, however, that government not be the only public use. The many
organizations that could effectively use cable to carry programs of general and
special interest will need assistance if the public use is to be meaningful.
Most of them, however, lack the equipment, facilities, or staff support neces-
sary to produce programs. Significant community use may well require develop-
ment of facilities and assistance that could cost upwards of $25,000 per year.

2. How wilZ public programming be funded?

We recommend that a portion of the needed assistance come from the cable opera-
tors and from some of the franchise fee revenue. The franchise fee, however,
particularly in the early years, is not likely to produce much revenue. Even a
municipality such as Bloomington, however, when it has reached a potential
40,000 subscribers paying $5.50 per unit, would only receive $11,000 per year
on its 5% franchise fee. Assuming 40% of this was set aside for program pro-
duction, it would make only $4,400 available. Further, it is likely this pro-
gram fund could be divided between users on all of the public channels.

Many organizations are likely to seek out funding from other sources, especially
foundations, due to the limited resources likely to be available to enable them
to produce programs and to use cable.

II-B Cable franchising procedures

1. What specific procedures should be adopted by the Lgislature in amending the
municipal code for cable franchising?

We recommend the Legislature amend the municipal code by adopting procedures
that outline a series of visible steps that are open to the public and insure
adequate information of the cable applicants. We believe the following proce-
dures could accomplish these objectives:

1. Develo sent of a re uest for a ro osal (RFP) containin

a) A set of standard provisions setting forth the specifications for the
cable system and services to be offered by any cable operator.

b) A draft of each bid variable with points attached to each of them to
note their relative importance, e.g., types of services to be offered,
capability of system to send two-way signals, financial condition of
company, rate structures, etc.

c) Information requested of applicants, e.g., who owns what parts of the
firms, who controls the company, how the company proposes to pay for the
cable system, location of other cable systems the company owns or oper-
ates, identification of proposed management, their detailed construction
plan, and any relationship of the cable company with suppliers of equip-
ment and producers of programming.

2. Circulation of the RFP in the community - followed by a public hearing.

3. Distribution of the RFP to cable associations and companies, with public
notice in local and regional newspapers.

4. Bidders conference - Prospective applicants ask questions about the RP11'.
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Closing date - A date is specified for closing of bids if a specified number
is received.

6. Review of a lications and ublic hearin: - Bidding firms are checked out
for their operation and performance by a specified staff or a citizen advi-
sory committee followed by a public hearing on the merits of the finalists.

7. Selection of company and announcement - Final negotiations are completed, a
bidder selected, and the winner announced in a press release explaining why
this company was selected.

8. Referr 1 of the cable franchise for state certification - The franchise
agreed upon by the municipality and the cable company is sent to the state
agency for certification. A copy is also sent to the Metropolitan Council
or another regional organization as appropriate for their review.

2. Why are these procedures needed?

The existing set of procedures provides little direction to local public offi-
cialt about how to go about the franchising process or to the public and users
on the more important steps that require their involvement. As a consequence,
present procedures are completely inadequate.

The procedures we recommend would remedy these deficiencies by doing the follow-
ing:

Identify a series of steps for all participants and the public.

Provide specific opportunities for public consultation about the specifica-
tions for the system and the operator, the terms and conditions of the pro-
posed franchise and the merits of the applications.

Produce a set of written specifications for the cable system before cable
companies make their proposals thereby giving the community an opportunity to
determine what features they desire and their relative importance. The cable
operators also benefit by knowing before they submit a bid what the community
is looking for, thereby enabling them to determine whether they can meet
these and what will be needed to develop a system in the community.

Local advisory committee

1. Why is a tocai cable Tradvieory committee needed?

The establishment of a continuing cable TV organization in each franchise terri-
tory is essential, given the numerous issues likely to arise after a cable sys-
tem is operating. In addition, there is a need to focus responsibility on some-
one who would be concerned with the reserved local public channels. We conclu-
ded that local public officials will simply lack the time, to handle this func-
tion as other issues rise in importance and consume their interest and time.
Finally, we believe it would be desirable that the body responsible for watching
over and encouraging use of the public channels be representative, not only of
municipalities, but also of educational and organizational and individual users,
plus the general public.
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2. What are some of the possible functions of this body?

The local cable committee should be responsible for the following:

A. Proposing possible uses and programs for the three reserved local chan-
nels to stimulate development and use of them.

B. Actively encourage and assist community organizaticns and governmental
agencies desiring to use and develop programs for the reserved channels
by allocating any public funds made available for this purpose and by
working with agencies, non-profit organizations and others requesting
assistance.

C. Develop and recommend policies and procedures for utilization of these
channels, e.g., scheduling, notice of programs for viewers.

D. Monitor the operation and performance of the cable system, review and,
where possible, handle complaints and report its findings to the fran-
chising body and the cable company with recommendations for improvements
in the operation of the system.

E. Investigate the developing cable technology and propose recommendations
for the amendment of conditions of the franchise to the franchising body
for addition or deletion of cable services, extension of cable, the num-
ber of channels and the two-way capability of the cable system, and other
changes it concludes are needed to the franchise agreement.

IV-C Multi-municipal franchising

How would franchises be granted in multi- municipal cable territories?

Municipalities would be encouraged to get together and jointly develop the spe-
cifications for a single system to serve their territory. We recommend this be
done by a board made up of two representatives from each municipality but with
the voting weighted in accordance with the population of each municipality.
The joint-powers board would function to carry the franchise from the beginning
when specifications are developed, through consultation with groups and agencies,
public hearings, the advertising for bids, and conduct negotiations with the
cable companies. The final product of these efforts would be a recommended uni-
form franchise and a recommended cable company to be submitted for approval by
each of the villages or city councils.

The purpose of weighted voting with equal representation on the joint board is
to give each municipality a voice based on population for wcrking out the terms
of the franchise and to provide some direction to the state on the relative
degree of agreement in the event the efforts,at a joint agreement fail and the
state is requested to award the franchise. This joint-agreement approach has
worked in the past -- and we believe with the encouragement of cable companies
and the state agency -- can work for cable TV. It is very similar to the type
of joint-uniform-franchising currently used by suburban municipalities with the
Minneapolis Gas Company. Similar discussions are also under way with Northern
States Power Company on the regulation of electric rates.
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We are further encouraged by responses to a questionnaire we sent in March,
1972, to public officials of all municipalities in the metropolitan area over
2,500 population. Of the 45:: who responded, 39% felt there should be 1-15 cable
franchises in the area. About 67% of the respondents strongly or somewhat
agreed that shared expertise and knowledge of cable TV would be an advantage of
a joint-powers agreement, while 51% felt this approach would be desirable as it
would make it possible to include local school districts in fewer franchise
territories.

V-A Availability of cable service in a cable franchise territory

Will all the residents of a cable service territory receive cable service when
cable is first installed?

Not necessarily. This will depend on where people live within the community and
the degree of development in the area in which they live. Some residents of
municipalities -- particularly in developing suburbs -- may live some distance
from the more completely settled portions of the community. In these cases, it
would be considerably more expensive in terms of the cable company's return on
its investment to wire these more sparsely settled areas, or it would require a
higher rate for subscribers in the more fully developed areas to cover these
added costs to residents in less densely settled areas. For example, the sub-
scriber revenue from a mile of cable with 70 homes per mile will be double what
it could be with half the number of homes along another mile of cable. As a
result, the cable company is likely to suggest the system be installed initially
only in the built-up area with provision for an added extension fee to be paid
by persons desiring service who live some specified distance beyond the edge of
the initial system. This practice is very much like that of the power companies
in the early installation of power lines in rural areas when it, too, was an
infant industry. Although this premium for extension will deny initial-early
service to some residents of many municipalities, it can be remedied in time by
building into the franchist an opportunity to extend the area of cable installa-
tion within a community when rates are reviewed or the franchise reopened. At
these times, if it appears the cable company is obtaining a reasonable rate of
'return, one change in the service it provides may be to extend the area within
a municipality covered by cable. Some of the homes in areas not initially ser-
viced might also ultimately receive the opportunity for cable at no added ex-
tension charge when a specified amount of land has achieved a density specified
in the franchise.

V-C Design and layout of cable trunklines

What difference does the design and layout make to the use of cable TV?

A major part of the significant local community programidng possibilities of
cable TV will be lost if attention is not paid to the subject. The local com-
munity dimension and use of cable TV can be significantly enhanced if the trunk-
lines are laid out, to permit programs unique,to a small geographic area of in-
terest to reach just the residents of these'sub-areas. It can make it possible
for cable TV to become a source of programs for stellar communities with which
people identify...a third dimension on top of the larger city or cable territory
and the region. These programs in larger cities Could include those to resi-
dents of local high schools, or a few adjoining small neighborhoods that make up
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a functioning community of interest. In the suburbs they would include pro-
grams of local schools to reach residents of portions of a single school dis-
trict located in a number of municipalities, or the resir_ants of a single muni-
cipality in a multiple-municipal cable service territory.

The layout of trunklines can greatly expand the utilization of cable TV for
local programming. For example, if five trunklines in a single system are laid
out to serve five different local communities and/or portions of a school dis-
nict in a cable service area or five villages in a multi - municipal cable terri-
tory, it wuld be possible to present five different programs over a single
public access, educational or municipal channel. This unique "local community"
programming may only slowly develop. However, it will not even be possible
unless care is exercised from the outset in the design of the cable system in
a cable territory.

V-E Franchise provisions

1. Are the recommended franchise provisions viewed as a model franchise?

No. The list of specific provisions we have recommended covers only those items
we viewed as important in protecting the interests of subscribers, users and
municipalities. Many other items must also be included in a franchise, includ-
ing possibly public liability insurance, permits to occupy the streets, reloca-
tion of facilities, etc. In those instances where we recommend specific re-
quirements in the standards, these should be viewed as minimum standards by
municipalities. In other cases, where we mention only the item (number of
cables), we concluded the franchise should contain provisions covering this
point, but that the requirements should be determined by the municipality as it
negotiates the franchise.

2. What items should be included in a franchise? What minimum state standards are
recommended?

1. Number of cables -- This item should be determined by municipalities in
their negotiations with cable companies. Many systems in urban areas,
today, are initially installed with two cables bound together. This makes
it possible v., quickly expand the number of cables by the simple addition
of amplifiers to the second cable when these are needed. Depending upon
the level of two-way services or the amount of point-to-point use antici-
pated for cable TV, it is possible even more cables might be desired.

2. Channel.Asp/151g and channel allocation The minimum number of channels
should be specified in the franchism. The FCC currently requires a minimum
of 20. Recent franchises require 24-27 when the cable systems begin opera-
tion.

The number of channels allocated for public use should also be specified.
State standards Should require the three channels required by the FCC and
the fourth designated channel for regienil public use. Recent franchises
also stipulate that a percentage (202) of the additional channels added to
the system be dedicated and reserved for public use. This automatically
increases the ember of public reserved channels as the total number of,
channels increases.
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The municipality should also specify whether a cable operator must operate
and program a channel with local material, news and information. The FCC
in its rules originally required an operator to do this when a system had
3,500 subscribers. This rule, however, was successfully challenged so that
the rule no longer must be followed unless this provision or a similar one
is contained in the franchise. It should be noted that many cable operators,
however, have included this in their proposal to a municipality as well as a
commitment to locate a studio in the cable service area.

3. Minimum technical standards -- Franchises should contain a number of techni-
cal standards relating to the signal strength at various points in the sys-
tem and under various climatic conditions. The FCC has adopted a set of
minimum technical standards and their measurement that should be incorporated
into the franchise. The state or municipality may, however, following ade-
quate technical advice set higher standards in specific areas covered by FCC
standards or those not included in the FCC rules.

Technical standards for the fourth reserved regional channel must be adopted
by the state and should then be incorporated in each franchise.

4. Two-way capability -- Much of the potential for cable TV lies in its use as
a two-way communications system. This requires, however, that the degree of
two-way capability (simple digital, audio or video) be set out in the fran-
chise from the beginning and be subject to change at subsequent regular in-
tervals.

Invasion of privacy -- The advent of response signals on cable makes it pos-
sible to monitor What the viewer is watching or with audio or video capabi-
lity what the viewer is saying or possibly doing. This situation must be
anticipated and specific steps taken in federal and state standards to pro-
hibit such monitoring at minimum without the specific written authorization
of the subscriber. Ultimately it is desirable to move toward techniques
that would make it not only legally but technically impossible to monitor
unless the subscriber or viewer allowed it.

5. Length of franchise -- This issue is important as the basic requirements for
a cable system will probably be subject to only slight modification during
the life of the franchise. When the franchise has expired, however, a new
one may be re-negotiated. At this time, all provisions maybe reviewed.

The state of the art of cable' technology is rapidlydeveloping. Much of the
equipment - -amplifiers, transmitters, responders, etc. - -is undergoing change
and new ones added every 3-5 years, so that much of the equipment and some
capability (number of channels, two-way signal capability) of a system are
obsolete in a few years. Similarly, the uses for cable are likely to
rapidly develop within a decade. The FCC has\recognized this and suggests
franchises be limited to 15 years. Many other studies and experts in the
field suggest franchises run for only 10 years. Although a shorter period
of time might be desirable to ensure the system ii keeping current with the
state of the art, the cable operator must ale-1 be allowed a reasonable per-
iod of time to recover his investment.
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The issue of franchise length, at this point, is one that should be open to
negotiation but in any case should not exceed 15 years. A shorter term
(possibly 10 years) should be seriously considered by a municipality --
especially if the cable operator will permit only limited possibilities for
reopening many clauses in the franchise or if it feels there are many un-
certainties about the development and use of cable that suggest a thorough
review and re-appraisal in a shorter period of time.

6. Length of residential subscriber contracts -- We recommend the state set a
standard that would allow only a month-to-month contract with subscribers.
This would have the effect of allowing the market place to operate by per-
mitting subscribers to terminate service if programs or tecnnical quality
are unsatisfactory.

7. Rates -- A series of rates and charges for various types of services and
subscribers should be specified in the franchise. Most of these must be
left to negotiation. It is not necessary the state set rates or charges as
cable TV companies have an incentive to keep them as low as possible to
initially attract subscribers. The state, however, should set standards
that would insure the operation of the market in such areas as requiring
disconnection service charges be free. Municipaties might also be con-
cerned about the level of charges for production support and equipment rental
if one of the major sources of public programming support is to be realized.

8. Periodic rate review -- The franchise should call for review ane. approval of
rates at specified times (possibly every 4-5 years). Procedures for this
review should be set out in the franchise with state standards requiring
open proceeding and public hearings.

These rate reviews provide an opportunity to & community to review and eva-
luate the performance of the cable system as the basis for a request to in-
crease services or for improvements to the cable system when new rates are
approved.

9. Production facilities and staff support -- Spelific minimum requirements for
equipment, studio facilities and staff should be contained in the franchise.
These represent one of the major sources of program support for public pro-
duction and are important if any significant public use is to be made of
cable TV. thinicipalities should also consider the type of video tape a
cable system must handle, such as half-inch equipment. The lower cost of
this equipment could significantly reduce some of the initial production
cost. This would also make it possible with the same amount of funds to
make an increased amount of equipment available to many more users.

10. Frenchise_fees -- The state should adopt a standard setting the maximum fran-
chise fee. she current FCC maximum is'3% of gross subscriber revenues. The
state in setting its standard might look toward expanding the 3% figure to
cover not only subscriber revenue but also pay-TV revenues. It should also
allow municipalities to charge up to 5% if the additional 2% is designated
for.a separate ceblecasting fund to produce programs on reserved public
channels.

11. Cable installatte. Franchises should contain a statement of the layout of
cable trunklines to Rim sub-areas of the franchise territory and a map
showing thft overheid and underground installation requiwd.
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12. Performance bond and deadlines for construction -- These must be contained
in franchises to discourage the past practice of franchise holding and
trading and to specify the extent of cable system development in a cable
territory. The state should consider either adopting the FCC one-year dead-
line for construction and/or of setting a minimum amount for a performance
bond in its standards.

13. Service requirements -- The municipality should consider the issues of
availability of repair services, hours repairmen must be available, etc.
and incorporate provisions for these in their franchise.

14. Reopener clause -- The rapid development of cable TV technology and the
varying experience with development of it and the services it provides
suggests there be a degree of flexibility in changing the franchise. If
many of the cable TV franchise provisions could be amended from time to
time the concern with the length of it would diminish. The specific items
that can be amended and the procedures for doing this, however, must be
included in the franchise.

15. Penalties for non-performance -- The franchise should contain a provision
for penalties to be imposed in the event the cable company does not perform,
such as excessive down-time. Procedures for determining when there is non-
performance and the amount of the fine must also be set forth.

16. Cancellation or revocation -- Conditions under which a cable company void;
the franchise through non-compliance or inaction must be contained in the
franchise together with procedures to notify the company that the fran-
chise is being tanoelied. The state should also require it be notified in
these cases.

17. Transfer of ri ht and assi:, t of the franchise -- The public should know
who the owners are of the cable company which serves their community. In
the event ownership is transferred or sold,it is important that any value
attached to the franchise which is a public resource be discounted. We
suggest this be done by requiring both municipal and state approval of
assignment or transfer of ownership or more than 10% of the control of a
cable company. Attaching value to the franchise in a sale would further be
discouraged by not permitting good will or non-tangible items to be included
in the rate base for computing a rate of return in any request for reopening
the franchise for a rate change.

18. Municipal purchase -- In the event a cable company defaulte and is not able
to perform,ithe municipality should have the ability to purchase the system
and operate it to enable service to continue until a new franchise is
granted. This should be incorporated in the franchise but the state should
require its appi)val before this can occur.

18. Access to books -- Information about the fiscal performance of the cable
company is needed by municipalities to evaluate the rates and charges when
they are periodically reviewed. State standards should also require similar
access by the state.

20. Filing of communications -- It is important municipalities and the state be
informed of all requests, to the FCC for any waivers, petitions or communica-
tions by cable companies. The public should have,the opportunity to respond,
if necessary, to these but will be unable to do so unless these organise-

,tions are notified,
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WORK OF THE COMMITTEE

Background

In the summer and fall of 1971 there was considerable discussion about cable
TV underway in the village and city councils of the Twin Cities area. Bloomington,
Fridley, Lakeville-Farmington were well along toward awarding franchises, while
four northwestern Hennepin County suburbs, St. Paul, St. Louis Park and others had
received letters of interest in seeking a franchise from cable TV companies.

As this discussion proceeded it became increasingly recognized throughout the
metropolitan area that CATV involved significant public policy questions which
would have to be soon answered. Specifically; there was a great deal of uncertainty
about whether individual CATV systems would be interconnected and how some smaller
fully-developed suburbs would receive cable. Also, it was becoming apparent that
cable might well open up new opportunities for governmental bodies to communicate
with their citizenry, for schools to provide education outside of the classroom
and provide a new way for.private enterprise and governmental agencies to deliver
services.

These many new developmente and the questions that were being raised led the
Citizens League Board of Directors to authorize formation of a research committee
with the following assignment:

"Review the current process of granting CATV franchises in this metropolitan
area and consider how the public interest can best be served in this process.
The committee should explore what potential contribution cable television can
make to the metropolitan area. It should consider the extent to which public
bodies have la need for, and a desire to use, CATV channels to provide a pub-
lic service-. The committee should consider what standards should-be deve-
loped, what regulations and restrictions are necessary, and at what govern-
mental level various decisions regarding CATA should be made."

Membership

A total of 24 members actively participated in the work of the committee. It
was chaired by John W. Pulver, a banker. Staff assistance was furnished by, Clarence
Shailbetter, Research AssociateOldhara Sadler, Research Intern; and Jean Bosch of
the League clerical staff. In addition to the chairman the following members served
on the committee:

Paul Farseth
Douglas A. Hedi.
Fred S. Hird
Charles B. Howard
R. G. Konzelman
Gene E. Marion

,

Jud McCarthy

Harold A. Miller
Donald M. Nbison
J. Dudley Moylan
Peter Notum
Stuart R.'Peterson-
W. D. Philipson
Petei Popovich
Robert H. Rohlf-

Alan Shilepsky
Fred Schaschl
John Schwarzwalder
Jon Shafer
David R. Smith
Sidney L. Stolte
William P. Walsh
Donald Z. Woods
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Committee Activity.

The committee held 39 meetings from December 15, 1971, to November 15, 1972.
Most of the meetings were 21/2-hour evening sessions held alternately at public
libraries in Minneapolis and St. Paul. Detailed minutes of each meeting were pre-
pared of both presentations made to the committee and its deliberations.

The comittee initially began its work by obtaining extensive background infor-
mation on cable TV, and various issues it posed. The following resource persons
generously provided information and shared their thoughts and opinions with the
committee:

Sherman Headley, General Manager, Midwest Radio & TV (WCCO).
Robert Davies, President, Electronics Consultants, Inc., Richfield.
Brian Sinder, Vice President, Community Information Systems, Inc.
Arthur Harkins, Director, Office for Applied Social Science Research and

the Future, University of Minnesota.
Jon Shafer, local consultant on cable television.
Dr. John Schwarzwalder, General Manager, Twin City Area Educational TV Corp.

(KTCA and KTCI).

Burton Paulu, Director, Department of Radio & TV, University of Minnesota.
Arnold Walker, Coordinator, Closed-Circuit TV, University of Minnesota.
James Nolte, Director, Electrical Engineering & Continuing Education in

Engineering and Science, University of Minnesota.
Bruce J. Kittilson, Director of Instructional Media Services, St. Paul Public

Schools, .

William Shragg, Coordinator of Instructional Media, Osseo School District.
Harold Gregory, Consultant in Radio-TV Education, Minneapolis Public Schools.
Warren W. Gerecke, Consultant in Radio-TV Education, Minneapolis Public Schools.
Wayne Nelson, Audio-Visual Director, Bloomington Public Schools.
James Goetz, President, General:Television, Inc.
Douglas_Ammons, District Representative, Community Tele-Communications, Inc.
Jim Keller, representative-of Minnesota Cablevision, a subsidiary of

American 114 Denver, Colorado.

Robert Rohlf,1Director, Hennepin County Library.
Glenn L. Brudvig, Director, BioMedical Library, University of Minnesota.
Mrs. Barbara Hughes, member, Anoka County Library Board.
Richard Schrad, Assistant City Manager, St. Louis Park.
R. Michael Amyx, Village Manager, New Hope'
Robert McDonald, Hopkins City Council Member.
William J. Ford, Farmington Village Manager.

LeRoy Grap1enteen4 Farmington Village Council Member.
Paul Row, then Executive Directbr, Metropolitan Section, League of Minnesota

Municipalities.
Adrian Herbst, then Bloomington City Attorney.
Gerald Davis, Fridley Village Manager.
Richard A. SAndi, Senate Researth,STeff.
Ron Vegemast, consulting electrical 'engineer,
Mike Roberts, Director, State PubUc Service Department
Harold Brown, State Public Service Department.
Howard Keibel, Jr., Executive Secretery,,Minnesoti Municipal CoMmission
Clayton LeFeiere Attoriey for Suburban Rats Authority.
Robert Carlson, &mmissioner, State Public Seivice



The committee received excellent cooperation from the staff and personnel of
many municipalities, the Metropolitan Council Cable Advisory Committee, and cable
companies. The committee is deeply grateful for this assistance.

Committee members were regularly supplied with material on cable, from local
newspaper articles to major source documents. These included:

Federal Communications Commission Rules on Cable Television Service,
Federal Register, February 12, 1972.

On the Cable - The Television of Abundance.
Report of the Sloan Commission on Cable Communications, 1971.

Cable Communications in the Dayton Miami Valley;
Basic and Summary Report, Rand Corporation, January, 1972.

Urban Cable S,steme - an Interim Report - Mitre Corporation,
November, 1971.

State Federal, and Local Regulation of Cable Television,
Stephen R. Barnett, Notre Dame Lawyer, Vo:. 47, No. 4, April, 1972.

Cable Television: A Guide for Citizen Action;
Monroe Price and John Nialein, Pilgrim Press, 1972.

Cable Television in Detroit - a study in urban communications; summary of;
Cable Study Committee for Common Council, City of Detroit, May, 1972.

DraftingMunicipal Franchises for Cable Television Systems,
James I. Masters, Management Information Service, International City
Management Association, January 1972.

Investigation of Cable Television and Other Forms of Broadband Cable
Communications in the State of Illinois (56191),
David R. Armstrong, Chairman, Illinois Commerce Commission, January 5, 1972.
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